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Abstract
This lbcsis examines adult dysarthria from a phonetics/phonology perspective.
Three types ofdysarthria are analyzed; ataxic, mixed (spastic and flaccid), and bypokinetic.
The objective in this thesis is to use acoustic analysis to describe what types oflinguistic
deficd rc:suJts from dysarthria.
This thesis examiDcs dysarthria with respect to the source-filter theory. It identifies
dysarthria as a source problem rcsuJting in a supraseg:mcntal impairment across all
dysarthric types. The two prevalent problems are poor phonation and low pitch levels.
Two out oftile three clients also c:dnbit problems with rhythm. LinguisticalJy, dysarthria
is a problem lhat impairs prosody. From the analysis gathered in this data, there appears
to be few segmental (or fiher) problems. Even the absence ofaspiration on the initial
voiceless stop can be a source problem, since normal aspiration requires intensity ofan
aperiodjc (DOise) source. However, this is DOt to say that misarticulatioos do not exist in
dysarthric clients. Implications for intelligibility and treatment are discussed.
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1.0~4Nl Objrctiws
This thesis will analyse adult dysarthria from a pbooetdpbooology perspectiYe.1
Dysarthria is ane:xecution disorder which is due to an impairment of motor control and of
the integ:rationofthe sensory am motor components (Moore. Yorkston, & Beuketman.
1991, p. 185). Regardless ofits etiology or specific type, dysanhria is a motor
impairmeut. Each form ofdysarthria bas its distinct properties; nevertheless there.seems to
be a common ground in all dysarthric types.
The objective in this thesis is to use acoustic analysis, and observation of
transcripts and tapes prepared by the author to descn"be what types of linguistic deficit
results from dysarthria. (see Appendix D and E). This lbesis willliDguisticaJly define
d""""""'-
Llnguistjc theory has becnftuitfully applied to otbi:r areas ofspeech language
pathology. It is anticipated that the linguistic analysis will also help suggest new treatment
optioas for clieDts with dysarthria.
This thesis will analyse data from tb:n::e aduhs with dysarthria, stemming from
different etiologies. (The subjects will be referred. to as E.C.. AC.• and L.C. See sect»ns
3.1.1.3.1.3. and 3.1.5 for further information.) These subjects were assessed by a Speech
Language Patbologist (SLP) in the swnmer of 1999. The author will examine the inability
or disruption ofspeech as a result ofthe vocal mechanism being debilitated; specificaUy,
prosodic inlpaiIment including pitch, stress., and intonation will be analysed. The author
will char3cterize dysarthria using I.iDguistic anaJytical tools such as oon-linc:ar
representations ofprosody in order to define dysarthria I.inguistic::a: It will be shown that
all the dysarthrics studied have similar prosoWc impainncDts.
1.1 Tlteol"dictl1 ApprtNIdr
Dysarthria is debiliwing because it affects prosody, which in tum coDlributes to
the inlelligtbility ofspcccb. Linguistics, specifically pbonetic::sfpboDOklgy, studies the
functions prosody serves in a Language, yet linguistic concepts have DOt been applied. to
dysarthric speech disorders. For this reason, dysarthria will be analyzed from a
phooeticlpbonological perspective, as defined below.
1.1.1 Laboratory Phonology
Traditionally, pbooology bas DOt been concerned with aspects of speech production
or pen:eption that result from the pbysical properties ofthe system. However. recently a
new branch ofpboDOlogy.laboratoryphooology, is coocemed wiJ.hjust such issues:
specifically, bow pbooetic analysis can illuminate the study ofspeech sounds. The focus of
this thesis is to characterize the dysfunction ofprosody~ etc.. in EogIish dysartbrics (sec
Table 6.0). In order to accomplish this, a description of bow pboDetic properties are
realized as phonological units such as stress, etc.., in English is oecessary. Information
dntwn from aU bnmcbes o(pbonetics will be reviewed below in order to characterize
dysarthria linguisticalIy.2 The next section discusses speech production with respect to the
source vs. filter theory.
1.1.2 SoIUC~ lIS. Fil/~r '!"Mary
A preva1enJ: model that correlat:es acoustics and articu1atory levels is the
pbooctically-bascd. source-filter theory (Lieberman & Blumstein, 1988, p. 34). The
source-filter theory assumes that the source ofthe sound (for example the larynx), and the
filter (such as the supralaryngeal cavity), together makeup sound production (Lieberman &
Blwmtein, 1988. p. 34-38).
The source-filter t.beorycan be relat:ed to the suprasegmenta.l vs. segmental
dichotomy in phonology. The source corresponds to phonation and suprasegmentaJs..
whereas the filter corresponds with the segmentS ofspeecb..
In non-linear pbooology, the suprasegmental and segmental units are clearly
differentiated. Non-linear pbooology assumes the following representations:
(I) Suprasegmental IF (lntonational Phrase- domain ofrising intonation)
{Intermediate Structure., DOt shown)
I
F (stressfcet)
/\;Z;;:' ("""""''''''' """"""'",uable> (o})
I J.I. I ~ (onsets vs. rhymes (.u»
I II I
(adapted from Spcoccr, 1996. p. 147-199). At the suprascgmentallevet.. there is the
domain of rising intonation, which is the intonational phrase. Next. is tbe intermediate
structure. Then there are the feet which divide into stressed and unstressed syllables. The
syllables are classified as onsets or rhymes. Lastly. at the segmental level, there are the
segments. The acoustic correlates ofthe source-filter theory will oow be o\lel"Viewed.
1.1.2.1 Phonation
Phonation is the rapid opening and closing ofthe vocal folds. powered by the air
flow from the hmgs (Lieberman &; Blumstein, 1988, p. 11·13). In a typical person, before:
phonation, the larynx is closed and the vocal foids are tense. The air flows out oftbe lungs
up to the vocal folds where: p!'CSSUl'e begins to build. since the vocal folds are closed. The
vocal folds arc: pushed apart due to the force of subgklnal air prc:ssurc:.1etting the air pass
through. Since the voca1 folds are composed ofelastic. stretchy material, the vocal folds
are pulled back together due to two forces. The suction that was caused by the air flow
released through the glonal constriction (which is known as Bernoulli Effect) and the
intrinsic elasticity ofthe vocal folds themselves serve to close them. In dysa.rtbric speech.
phonation is impaired due to muscle damage (see section 2.1.1). The problem stems in the
larynx, where the vocal folds have a limited range ofmovement or have been paralysed.
As a result, air passes freely through the vocal folds with limited vibration or even without
vocal £Ok!. vibration, thus affecting the speech output.
1.1.1.2 Supras~gmelllals and Temporal Characteristics a/Speech
Suprasegmentals and temporal cba.racteristic arc: discussed in greater detail below.
This overview ofthe suprasegmental and temporal features ofEogtish will compare: typical
V$. dysarthric speech.
1.1.2.2.1 Supras~gmentals
The suprasegmentals include pitch (used for stress and intonation), loudness (used
for stress and sonority), and paralinguistic voice quality (Nicolosi, et aI., 1989, p. 256).
1.1.2.2.1.1 Pitch and Intonation
The suprasegmental use ofpitch conveys intonation. Pitch is a perceptual
correlate; the phonetic connection is the frequency ofvtbrations of the vocal folds during a
voicied segment (Laver, 1994, p. 450). An acoustic correlate is the fundamental
frequency, measured in cycles per second (Hz).
Intonation involves changes in pitch throughout an utterance (Spencer, 1996, p.
36). Intonation contours are the tunes in which an utterance is carried. [otonation can
also express a variety ofother functions: it expresses a range ofemotions, such as surprise,
boredom, and excitement. It identifies the major units as a clause or sentence; for
example, pitch contours are used to convey specific meanings, such as questions vs.
statements. Intonation also signifies wl1at is new and what is already known in the
meaning ofthe utterance; it also serves as a personal identity marker, for example,
identifYing different social groups and occupations (Crys:ta1, 1997, p. 173).
Dysarthric patients typically have little variation in pitch or intonation. Dysarthric
speech tends to be monotone. In the research that the author bas collected for this thesis,
the lack of pitch in each subject's speech is quite apparent (see sections 4.0.1.2, 4.1.1.2,
and 4.2.1.2).
1.1.2.2.1.2 Loudness and Sonority
Suprasegmentais also include loudness and sonority. Loudness is the perceptual
feature whose physical correlate is inteosity (Laver, 1994, p. 505). Intensity is measured
in terms of decibels (dB).
A related concept. the sonority ofa segment, refers to the fullness or resonance of
a sound. or the loudness oftha! sound relative to that ofother sounds with the same
!:ngth, stress, and pitch. Typically the sonority scale; ranging from most sonorous sounds
to least sonorous sounds is low vowels., mid vowels., high vowels and glides, liquids,
nasals, voiced fricatives, voiceless fricatives, voiced stops, and voiceless stops. Since
dysarthric speech is inclined to monoloudness. patients can bave difficulty in producing
distinct or intelligible sounds due to an i:nappropriate level of volume placed on a soUDd.
In dysarthric speech the sonority ofsouods might not be distinct; hence dysarthric speech
wouJd exempli1Y DlOnoloudness (see section 4.0.1.3).
1.1.2.2.1.3 Stress
Suprasegmentals are used to convey 'stress'. Stress is beard when one of two
identical syllables is made more prominent. by exaggerating at least one ofthe phonetic
parameters ofpitch, loudness, duration, or quality (Laver, 1994, p. 511). In English,
phonological stress serves several functi,ons; word stress (lexical stress) is placed. ana
particular syllable within a word and serves to identifY either the word edge or lexical
contrasts (record vs. recOrd); contrastive stress on the other band places focus on a word
in the sentence, for example, "No, HE took the book." as compared to "No, he took the
BOOK. ttl In addition, the alternating paUerns of stressed and unstressed syllables in a
word is rhythm, which serves to organize the pronunciation ofsegments (Spencer, 1996,
p. 36). Dysarthric speaker's speech can be monopitch, monoloud, too Ioog or too short in
duration; therefore stress and rhythm is abnormal. resulting in less intelligible speech. In
this thesis a variety ofreading exercises will be used to analyse aJternating patterns of
stress (see section 1.1.2.2.2.4). However, contrastive stress is not examined.
1.1.2.2.1.4 Paralinguistic Features
Suprasegmentals are also used paralinguisticaUy. Vocal paralanguage is conveyed
through voice quality or timbre; if this is aJtered, a meaning change can occur (Crystal,
1997, p. 171). For example in English, a whisper can indicate something secretive, and a
breathy voice can imply deep emotion or sexual desire. The operation of the laryngeal,
pbaryngeai. oral, and nasal cavities can affect voicing quality (Crystal, 1997,p.17l). In
dysarthric speech the voice quality tends to be breathy due to muscle impairment;
unfortunately this voice quality can inadvertently convey the wrong message. As this
example shows, an inappropriate voice quality can be socially stigmatizing; therefore, the
problems with dysarthria need to be identified and corrected. However, in this thesis
paralinguistic features are not examined since the data is acquired in therapy, where
changes in voice quality do not lead to different interpretations ofmeaning.
1.1.2.2.2 Temporal Attributes
Temporal attributes, or timing include duration, rate, continuity or fluency, rhythm
and sequence. Timing plays an important factor in the intelligibility of speech; aspects of
timing are discussed below.
1.1.2.2.2.1 Duration
Duration is the amount oftime taken up by a speech event, usually expressed in
thousandths ofa second (msec)(Laver. 1994. p. 431). A specific segment will often have
an intrinsic duration which it must reach before it can be perceived properly. Duration is a
phonetic feature; 1eogt.h or quantity is the phonological correlate. Dysarthric speakers
might display problems with intrinsic duration; for example. they might substitute [tl for
[5]. The dysarthric speaker might produce an alveolar stop instead ofa fiicative when sIhe
does not have an adequate air supply; this is because the stop bas a shorter duration than a
fricative.
l. 1.2.2.2.2 Rare
Articulation rate descnbcs the tempo ofaniculatiog an utterance; it refers to the
speed of execution ofphonemes. syllables. and words that are uttered within an individual
utterance (Laver, 1994. p. 539). In contrast, speaking rate refers to the overall tempo of
performance, not only ofall utterances, but also the durations of any pauses between the
utterances making up the speaking turn. Rate in general is expressed as a number of
syllables per second (Nicolosi. et al., 1989, p. 217). In dysarthric speech, rate is impaired;
either the speaker rushes the communication because sIhe tends to run out ofbreath, or
the speaker slows the communication in an effort to be more intelligIble, often producing
unintended paralinguistic messages (see section4.2.1.4).
1.1.2.2.2.3 Continuity
Continuous speech is smooth or fluent; it can be defined as a speaking-turn
containing no pauses, nor any non-linguistic prolongation of linguistic clements (Laver,
1994. p. 158). Dysarthric speech is not continuous; instead each word is inclined to be
isolated. allowing the speaker to fucus OD each word's production; this contributes 10
more imelligible speech, but creates an abnormal speech flow (see section 4.1.1.5).
1.1.2.2.2.4 Rhythm
Rhythm is defined as the combination of stress and speech rate (Nicolosi, et ai.,
1989, p. 230). Pitch, 1oudDcss, and tempo inftuence a language's expression ofrhythm
(Crystal, 1997, p. 171). Asmenticmed in sections 1.1.2.2.1.3 and 1.1.2.2.22, stress and
rate are i:mpaired in dysarthric speech, therefore rc:sultiog in an unnatural rhythm, which
results in less intelligible speech (see sections 4.0.1.6 and 4.1.1.6).
1.1.2.2.2.5 Sequence
Sequence is the appropriate linguistic order of sounds or the temporal arrangement
ofphoocmcs in proper order for pronunciation (Nicolosi, et ai., 1989, p. 237). In
phonology, sequence is knoWII as phonotactic constraints. In dysarthric speech, sequence
is not necessarily a problem. However, sound substitutions occur, due to the inability of
the speaker to produce certain sounds. Therefore, phonotactic constraints might appear to
be violated in production because a speaJcer articulates [lpl) for an IspV cluster: for
example, "'splinler'" [tplmt&J for Isplmtaof.·
1.1.23 Acoustic Correiates ofSegments
Spc:ctrognlDL'> depict frequency, intemitr, and tir:nc. factors which are relevant for
showing formant frequencies, monitoring speech samples, and tracking acoustic changes
(Lieberman & Blumstein, 1988, p. 51). WIth respect to dysarthric speech, spectrograms
indirectly reveal muscle impairment through aboonnaJ Connant frequencies and acoustic
measures. In a spectrogram, the fonnants are displayed as continuous bands ofacoustic
energy across the frequencies; the more intense the energy, the darker the formant
displayed. Vowels can be perceived with only the first two formants. but three are
typically used to identify the sound. This thesis will provide an acoustic analyses of
dysarthric speech with the use ofthe Praat computer software program; waveforms. and
pitch and fonnant extractions will be employed (see sections 3.1.2, 3.1.4, and 3.1.6).'
1.1.3 Conclusion
This thesis will examine and characterize the muscular impairments that affect the
articulators and will rely on experimental and perceptual phonetics to do so. How the
prosodic framework is debilitated in dysarthric speech will be analyzed in this thesis. The
impaired suprasegmentals, particularly pitch, will be discussed (see sections 4.0.1, 4.1.1,
and 4.2.1). Finally, this thesis will apply the phonetics analysis discussed above in
proposing assessment and intervention strategies.
1.2 Significance ofResearch
Until recently, linguists have left the study of disordered speech to SLPs. SLPs in
tum have tended to focus on analysing children's disordered speech alone. As of today
not much research has focussed on adult and geriatric disordered spee<::h, even though
many people are affected by such disorders. The research in this thesis will concentrate on
geriatric dysanhria, with three case studies, one stemming from Parkinson's disease (PD),
one from Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS), and one from a cerebrovascular accident
(eVA). It will thus contribute to an area that has seen little linguistic attention.
This resem:h is important because so many people are affected by dysarthria; 1%
oftbc Amcricanpopulation over the age of65 has PO,
Chtro:/Iwww.parkinscmcdigJS...comlpcplpcpl.hnn Oct. 10,1999). Theannual
pI'CVlllcncc: (number ofcases at any given time) ofAI.S is estimated at 2.Sto 7 pcISOns per
100,000 people woddwide. whereas the iocide:Dce (number ofDeW cases withiD a year) is
O.Sto 2.4 persons per 100,000 (randall. 1994, p. 3-4). PO and ALS arc both progressive
and degenerative diseases which lead to speech impairment. Siocc geriatric speech
disorders such as dysarthria affect. a significant proportion of the population, they need to
be studied. Finally, stroke (a type ofCVA) is the leading cause ofdeath and disability
among adults in America each year (Thomas, 1993, p. 1980). It is estimated that several
hundred thousand adults are disabled each year due to cerebrovascular accidents which
can cause impairments such as dysarthria.
Neurolingujstic and psycbolinguistic models agree that dysarthria is probably a
relatively'surlacc' like (yet d.cbilitating) impairment in the execution ofspccch. Wnhin
linguistics proper, studying dysarthria from a pboDClicslpbonology perspective is important
because dysarthria a1fccts prosody, and prosody in return is crucial to communication.
Lingui!."tics, specifically pbooetics/pbooology, will provide a new perspective on dysarthria
through an analysis ofprosodic impainnent. Linguistic analytical tools will be utilized to
classify the symptoms ofdysarthria in order to provide a linguistical baseline ofdysarthria.
This linguistic analysis will suggest new approacbcs to treatment.
No(es:
I. Clinical tcnns are defined in Appeodix A.
2. The five bnnches ofpbooetics are articula1ory, acoustic, experimental, perceptual. and
applied (Edwards, 1992. p. 4). which will DOW be defined briefly. Articu1arory (physiologicaI)
pbooctics deals with the production ofspeech sounds. Acoustic pbooetics is the study of
speech sounds through waveform properties, such as patterns ofperiodicity (tone), and
aperiodicity (noise). Acoustic phonetics also examines two speech attributes; they are quality
and timing (Laver, 1994. p. 26). Experimental phonetics consists ofme research methods and
laboratory techniques used for studying speech. Perceptual phonetics focuses on how the
auditory and sensory systems discriminate and evaluate the intelligibility of speech sounds
(Crystal, 1997, p. 145 and Laver, 1994, p. 26-27). Applied phonetics uses information
gathered from the other branches to solve practical problems. For the purpose ofthis study, all
five branches ofpbooetics will be utilized. for the studyofdysanhria.
3. In the verb ncdrdthe aspiration is obligatory in ooanal English, while the mediallkl oftbe
DOWl rWmi is only optiooally aspirated It can be assumed that the subject A.C. would
probably fill to produce the oonnal aspiration ofmediallkl in the verb recdrd. This is based on
her productioo.ofthe word <cake' in Graphs 2.2, 2.4, 2.8, and 3.0 where sbedoes not aspirate
theinitiallkl.
4. International Phonetic Alphabet (lPA) symbols with corresponding English letters and
sample wools are provid~ in Appendix B.
5. Praatcomputer software program is aspee<:h analysis program available on the web
(htm"!!www praa! orr).
Chapter Z Litentture Review
2.0 Dysal1l1rio.
Dysarthria can be defined as difficuh and defective speech caused by muscle
impairment (Thomas, 1993. p. 589). A person with dysarthria is linguistically competent;
sIhe can understand reading, writing and verballanguagc SJXlkcn to bimlher. Howcver, a
dysarthric will have collection ofmotor speech disorders resulting from an impairment in
the muscles ofthe speech mccbanism. due to damage in the central and/or peripheral
nervous systcm (Darley, Aronson, & Brown. 1969, p. 246). In oral communication, such
neurological impairment causes paralysis, weakness, or incoordination oftbe speech
musculature. Respiration, phonation, articulation, resonance and/or prosody can also be
affected (Nicolosi, Harryman, & Kresheck, 1989, p. 86). Dysarthria is thus classified as
any damage that OCCUl$ in the neuromuscular system regulating speech. specifically in the
fine motor control ofspeecb production. and that results in articulatory disturbances
generally associated with abnormal acoustic patterns of speech (Hirose, 1986. p. 61).
Dysarthria needs to be distinguished from apraxia, which is a speech disorder that
resuhs from the inability to transmit motor responses. Apraxia., involves faulty
programming ofmovcments. and sequences of movements whereas dysarthria does not.
Dysarthria also must be distinguished from aphasia which is the inefficient processing of
linguistic units (a competence disorder); dysarthria, in contrast. is a motor impairment, not
a processing impairment. (Darley, et ai., 1969, p. 246).
1be following World Health Organization (WHO) model ofchronic disease as
applied to dysarthria provides DOt only a cfioX:al. explanation ofdysarthria,. but more
importantly a boIistic definition ofdysarthria which serves to highl.igbt the types of
linguistic and sociolinguistic dysfunctions that: can be expected.
Table /.0 Cote rorization of . 'lvsarthria
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(YOtkston. 1996, supplement p. 46)
The above table cbaracterizes dysarthria with respect to five parameters;
pathophysiology descn1:les the physical breakdown in the body. Impairment identifies and
characterizes dysarthria as a neurological motor speech deficit with slow. weak.,
imprecise. and/or uncoordinated musculature. Functional limitation specifies the key
problems ofdysarthria as being reduced speech intelligibility, rate, and abnormal prosodic
patterns. Disability classifies dysarthria as reduced communication abilities that may limit
a person socially. Societal limitation outlines the social restrictions placed on persoo with
d",.nbria.
2.0. t Etiologies ofDysarthria
[n this section, seven neurological types ofdysarthria will be briefly reviewed.
Then the literature on the linguistic deficits which the subjects of this study should display
will be overviewcd.
2.0.1.1 Bulbar Palsy
Bulbar palsy is a lower motor neuron disorder, which results from: a lesion in the
cell bodies oftbe cranial nerve, damage in the peripberal nerve fibers, or impaired
transmission across the myoneural junction (nerve ending in a muscle)(Darley. et ai., 1969,
p.250). A person with bulbar palsy displays signs ofhyporeflexia (diminished functions of
the reflexes) and muscle flaccidity (the muscles are relaxed and flabby; there is little muscle
tone). Depending on which cranial nerve is damaged, there can be weakness in the
toogue, lips, velopbaryngeal port (concerning the soft palate), mandtole, and/or larynx. A
person with bulbar palsy is said to have flaccid dysarthria (see section 2.0.2)(Darley, et aI.,
1969, p. 250~251).
2.0.1.2 Pseudobulbar Palsy
Pseudobulbar palsy is an upper motor neuron disorder; there is damage to the
pyramidal system (a system in the shape ofa pyramid) and to the extrapyramidal system
(the system outside the pyramidal tracts oftbe central nervous system)(Darley, et 01.,
1969, p. 252). A person with pseudobulbar palsy presents with spasticity (increased tone
or contractions ofmuscles resulting in stiffor awkward movements), loss ofskilled
movement, and hyperreflexia (the muscles exhibit increased contractions and increased
actions oCthe reflexes). There is a slow and limited range of tongue and lip movement;
swallowing is difficult; there is little movement in the soft palate, and impaired emotional
control. A person with pseudobulbar palsy is said to have spastic dysarthria (see section
2.0.2)(Darley, et 01., 1969, p. 252-253).
2.0.1.3 Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS)
ALS (otherwise known as Lou Gehrig's Disease) is an upper and lower motor
neuron disorder. It is a slow, progressive, degenerative disorder thal targets the motor
neurons ofthe brain and spinal cord and results in impaired speech musculature, flaccidity,
spasticity, and hyperreflexia (Yorkston, 1996, supplement p. 47 and Thomas, 1993, p. 90).
A person with ALS is said to have mixed (spastic and flaccid) dysarthria (see section
2.0.2). ALS is examined in greater detail in .section 2.2.
2.0.1.4 Cerebellar Disease
Cerebellar dysfunction may occur as a result of many diseases and conditions,
including tumors, trauma. Multiple Sclerosis, degeneration from toxicity of alcohol abuse,
and vasculac insults (stroke)(Darley, et al., 1969, p. 256). It is important to note that
regardless of underlying pathology, conditions affecting the cerebellum all present in a
similar fiLshion as was clearly established nearly a century ago through a series of
experiments canied out by Gordon Holmes (Kande~ Schwartz, & Jesseu, 1995, p. 544).
For the purpose of this thesis, the focus is on cerebellar disease subsequent to vascular
insult. Errors in timing, force, range, and direction ofmovcment arc exhJbited. Muscles
arc hypertonic (tense), yet flaccid, and voluntary movements arc slowandjerky. A person
with cerebellar disease bas ataxic dysarthria (see section 2.0.2)(Darley, et al., 1969, p.
255). Cerebellar disease will be discussed in greater detail in section 2.3.
2.0.1.5 Parkinson's Disease (PD)
Parkinson's disease (PO) is a movement disorder due to damage oftbe
extrapyramidal system (Darley, et at., 1969, p. 257). PO is a chronic nervous disease
characterized by tremor, muscular weakness, and rigidity (Thomas, 1993, p. 1439).
Muscles arc rigid and movements are slow, with limited range and force. Patients with PD
develop hypokinetic dysarthria (see section 2.0.2)(Murdoch, Manning, Theodoros,
&Thompson. 1997, p.245). PO is reviewed in greater detail in section 2.1.
2.0.1.6 Chorea and. Dystonia
The motor speech process are disrupted in both chorea and dystonia Chorea is a
motor disorder with quick, irregular, unsustained, random, and unpatterned movements.
There are signs of hypertonia (reduced muscle tension) and incoordination. Dystonia in
contrast, is a movement disorder characterized by muscle contractions which build up
slowly, produce a prolonged distorted posture, and then gradually subside (Darley, et oJ.,
1969, p. 259-261). Patients with chorea and dystonia are said to have byperkinetic
dysartbria(sec:section2.0.2).
2.0.2 Classifications ofDysarthria
Seven types ofdysarthria have been ideotificd; spastic:, Oaccid, mixed (spastic: and
flaccid), ataxic, bypokioetic, hyperkinetic: chorea and dystonia. Their symptoms are
overviewcd in the following table. One coDtribution oftlUs thesis will be to define
similarities and differeoces betweeD dysarthric types from a linguistic standpoint.., adding to
the DOD-linguistically orientated definitions given bdow (see section 4.4 and Table 6.0).
Table 2.0 Soeech Characteristics and Phvsiolopv ofEach T me ofDvsarthria
Type ofDysarthria
FI.cdd lly....mia
(B""",P""")
Speech Characteristics
Imprecise consonants
Poor phonation and
intonation., mooopitch
Reduced stress
Harsh voice
Lack. ofcontrol of volume,
monoloudness
Low pitch
Siowratc
Hypmmafuy
""'ucedm=
Poor intelligibility in
conversation
Poorintclligibilityof
Hypmmafuy
Imprecise consonants
Reduced phonation time
Monopitcb and
monoloudncss
Breathyvoicc
Physiology
Poor movement ofthc
tongue
Reduced alternating
movements of the tongue
Poor lip movements in
,..ech
Reduced maintenance of
pa1aIa1elevation
description
Poor lip sea1
Abnormality of lips at rest
Abnonnality ofspread of
"."Dnbbling
Reduced elevation of
Type ofDysarthria
Flacc:id Dysarthria
(BulbMPa],y)
Mixed (Spastic and
Flaccid) 0,,,,,",,",
(ALS)
HypokineticDysarthria
(parkinson's Disease)
Speech Characteristics
Nasal emission
Audible inspiration
Harsh voice
Poor intelligtbility of
repetition
Poor intellig!bility of
description
Imprecise consonants
Hype_
Harsh voice
Reduced rate ofspeech
Restriction of pitch, low
pitch
Poor intonation and
phonation, ItlODOpitch
Phrasessbort
Vowels distorted
Monoloudness
Excess and equal stress
Reduced phonation time
Reduced intelligibility of
conversation
Reduced intelligibility of
descriplion
Reduced phonation and
intonation, monopitch
Red_,,=,
Reduced control over
volume, monoloudness
Imprecise consonants
Inappropriate silences
Short rushes
Harsh voice
Increased rate of speech
Reduced phonation time
Reduced intelligibility of
description
Reduced intelligt1>ility of
Physiology
tongue
Abnormality oftongue at
""Poor alternaling
movements oftbc tongue
Reduced ability to elevate
the tongue
Reduced ability to produce
lateral movements ofthe
to""",,
Reduced alternation oflip
movement
Reduced tongue movement
in speech
Reduced ability to elevate
tbetongue
Inadequate tongue
movements in speech
Reduced alternating
movements of me tongue
Dnbbling
Type ofDysarthria
Hypokinetic Dysarthria
(parkinson's Disease)
Ataxic Dysarthria
(Cerebellar Disease)
Speech Characteristics
conversation
Imprecise consonants
Excess and equal stress
Irregular articulatory
breakdown
Vowels distorted
Harsh voice
Poor intonation and
phonation, IIlOoopitch
Monoloudness
Reduced rate of speech
Reduced inte1liglbility of
conversation
Imprecise consonants
Intervals prolonged
Physiology
Poor tongue movement in
'P=h
Poor alternating movement
ofthe tongue in speech
Poor swallowing
Reduced lateral movement
ofthe tongue
Reduced elevation ofthe
tongue
Poor alternating
movements oftbe lips
Poor lip movements in
'P=h
Hyperkinetic Dysarthria Variable rate
(Chorea and Dystonia) Monopitch
Harsh Voice
Inappropriate silences
Vowels distorted
Excess loudness variations
Phonemes prolonged
Monoloudness
(information In this table 15 complied from Enderby, 1986, p. 196·197 and Darley,
Aronson, & Brown, 1969, p. 250-260)
1be speech characteristics listed in the above table descnbe more general motor
impairments such as imprecise articulation, irregular articulatory breakdown, and vowel
distortions (Ackermann, Hertrich, & Scharf, 1995, p. 1525-1253). These are caused by
abnormalities in timing, direction, range, and force ofthe articulatory gestures
characteristic ofdysarthria. Furthennore, excess and abnormally equal stress,
prolongationofpbonemes, prolonged intervals ofpause, and a slow speech rate are due to
a slowness ofarticulatory IIxwements caused by the dysarthric motor deficit (Ackermann,
et al., 1995, p. 1258).
Sioce the research in this study will examine ataxic, mixed (spastic and flaccid), and
bypokinetic dysarthria, the three types ofconditions displayed by the clients will now be
discussed in more detail.
2.1 ParkilUon's Disease (PD)
Parkinson's disease (PD) is a chronic nervous disease characterized by a slowly
spreading tremor, muscular weakness and rigidity (fhomas,1993, p. 1439). Patients with
PO develop bypokinetic dysarthria (Murdoch, Manning, Theodoras., & Thompson, 1997,
p. 245). Hypokinetic (hypokinesia) dysarthria is a decrease in motor reactions to a
stimulus resulting in·defective speech (Thomas, 1993, p. 948). The impaired articulatory
speech of a person with PO might also be characterized as bradkinetic (also known as
bradykinesia)(Fom:st & Weismer, 1995, p. 261). Bradykinesia is extreme slowness of
movement which, can impact the articulators (Thomas., 1993, p. 259).
2.1.1 Vocal Folds
In subjects with PO, repons show that the vocal folds open more slowly and close
more quickly than in normal subjects (Murdoch, et al., 1997, p. 246). This is due to: the
infleXIbility oftbe laryngeal muscles which causes greater than normal resistance to the
vocal folds when opening, and increased myoela.sticity (pertaining to muscles and their
elastic tissue), producing rapid retraction ofthe vocal folds when closing.
It is important to note that detailed waveforms might be able to display this
problem by showing waveform 'attacks' (rises in intensity) that are slower (less steep) than
normal, and waveform 'decays' (falls in intensity) that are faster (more steep) than normal.
However, no waveforms were actually expanded to reveal this information in this thesis.
2.1.1.1 Intrinsic Muscles
Whether or not the laryngeal muscles over-hyperfunction or under·hypofunction is
still being debated. Hypertonicity in the intrinsic laryngeal muscles results in higher air
flow, decreased subgJottal pressure, breathiness, low vocal intensity, and limited frequency
range in PO (Murdoch, et of., 1997. p. 246). Hypertonicity (hypertonia) is excess
abnormal muscular tension (Thomas, 1993, p. 942). Breathiness and hoarseness are
features ofa hypofunctioning larynx according to some present theories. The result of
incomplete closure oftbe vocal folds during phonation results ofa reduction in the force
and range of movement in the laryngeal muscles. On the other hand. theories have stated
that intrinsic laryngeal muscles in PO are hypertonic, which results in the vocal folds
bowing and incomplete glottal closure. Impaired control and coordination ofthe
respiratory and laryngeal musculature have also been reponed as accounting for
breathioess and hoarseness (Murdoch, et af., 1997, p. 258-264).
In cases where vocaJ tremors have been noted in patients with PO, the frequency
and/or intensity fluctuations can be correlated to the laryngeal tensor muscles or changes in
subglottal air pressure (Murdoch, et aI., 1997, p. 259).
2.1.2 Speech Breathing
Speech breathing in patients with PO is characterized by insufficient pressure
generated to support speech; pressure is lost due to disabled downstream vaMng (lbe
inability to close the airway and allow pressure to build for speech production)(Mwdoch,
et al., 1997, p. 260). For example impaired \~Iopharyngea.l(cooceming the soft palate)
functioning or lip seal inadequacy can result ina lowering ofintra-oral ptc:SSUre in patients.
In addition, nasality can develop due to the deterioration ofvelopbaryngeal control
lmprecise articulation because of low pressure buiId·up behind the articulators., is also due
to lower than DiUrnal air pressure (Solomon&. Hixon, 1993. p. 308).
2.1.2.1 Volume Excursion
Patients with PO exhibit smaller nb cage expansion, an outwardly displaced
abdomen position, and smaller lung volume (Solomon &. Hixon, 1993, p. 308). The
abdomen positioning for Parkinsonian speakers was displaced outwards for the initiation
ofspeech instead of being in the resting position, whereas, for the bealthycontrol subjects
the abdomen was close to resting position. The abdomen appears to contribute to the
changes in lung volume during speech br-ea1hiog. Lung volume was smaller but,
interestingJ:y, airflow was higher for the PO subjects.
2.1.3 Misarliculations
MisarticuIations due to neurogenic (originating fromocrvous tissue) nervous
impulses appear to be the most prevalent error productions. Therefore, a phonetic
distinctive feature analysis can be applied; this is discussed below in section 2.1.3.1
(Logemann &. Fisher, 1981, p. 348·349).
2.1J.I Articulation Analysis
The FtSber.Logemam Test ofArticulation Competence, which tests all ofthe
consonant phonemes ofEnglish in pre:vocalic, intervocalic, and postvoealic positions was
administered. Misarticulatiom are compared with the pbooetic featwes ofeach targeted
alIopbone. A determination was made upon whether the feanues ofthe allophone were
produced correctly. The paticot.'s error productions were then characterized. The error
production feature characteristics were compared across patients. Consistence oferror
types across phoneme classes was examined within each patient and compared between
patients. Common misarticulations based on phonetic features were classified and
grouped. Phonetic rules were derived based on invariable feature: changes in the targeted
phooeme productions (Logemann & Fisher, 1981, p. 348-349).
2.1.3.2 Results
Two hundred misarticuIalions ofParlciosonian~ were studied (Logemann &
Fisher. 1981, p. 349). Researchers examiDcd phoneme misanicuJations and frequency of
the pbooemic productions.
Table 1.0 Aruarticulatians ofPhoneme G,., ~ ofPatients with PD
Phonemes misarticulated NumbcT of Patients
Ik.r/ 90
Ik.,gI+/s.zI 63
Ik., gI + Is. zI+ 'I. 31 43
Ik.,gI+/s.zI+II.3I+"'.r1!J 39
Ik., gI + Is. zI+II.3I +1f.d!I + Ip. b' 29
Ik., gI + Is. zI+II.3I +"'.d!I + Ip. b'+ 21
ff. vi
Ik.,gI+/s.zI+II.3I+If.dY+/p.b'+ 18
A.dI
(Logemann & FISb.er. 1981, p. 349)
The error productions oflk! and Igi represent insufficient contact ofthe back of the
tongue to the velum. which results in emission ofthe air stream through. the narrowed,
constricted passage. Therefore. the IkJ becomes [xl and l'if becomes [vI. It is interesting
to ODte that the frequency ofthe misarticula1ion has nothing to do with the pbonologicaJ
complcxity ofthe segment. sioce errors are more likely in ODn-complcx phonemes like lie..
gI instead ofinmore complex segments like"'. d!I. This t3ct argues against dysarthria
being a phonological (processing) disorder, since ifit~ ODe. the more comp'ex
segmeots wouJd be affected first. This misa:rticuJation represen1S a change from a stop to a
fricative.
Misarticulatioos of the fricative phonemes are perceived as a reduction in the
'sharpness' oftbe frication expressed (Logemann & Fisher, 1981, p. 351). The lsi
becomes a distorted lsI, which is perceived as a voiceless blade-alveolar continuant. whose
aperture is slightly less constricted than is usual for the lsi. The IzI,lIl, and 131 error
productions were perceived as a reduction in the forced turbulent emissions of the air
stream, related to an apparent decrease in the degree ofconstriction of the aperture
through which the air stream is passed.
The labial fricative If! converting to [P] and Ivl becoming [b], appears to be the
result ofa reduction in friction (a continuant change)(Logemann & Fisher, 1981, p. 351).
2.1.3.3 Summary
The above descriptions illustrate the incomplete contact ofthe articulators;
phonemes are simplified as a result, causing the Parkinson's patients to extubit reduced
understandability (Logemann & Fisher, 1981, p. 352). While the errors can be analysed
using features (as Logemann & Fisher do), it is probably wrong to do so. The PO patients
are merely misarticulating [-cont] segments, for example, they are not substituting [+cont]
for [-cont]. It appears that the misarticulations are related entirely to an alteration of
neuromuscular control ofthe articulators rather than a change in the phonological
structures ofthe patients.
2.1.4 Acoustic Deficits
Perceptual qualities ofthe speech disorder in PO include; reduced loudness,
hoarse and breathy voice, monotone pitch, short rushes ofspeech, and loss ofprosodic
elements (Murdoch, et at., 1997, p. 246). Hertrich & Ackennann (1993, p. 285) reported
monopitch, reduced stress, and monoloudness as the most salient characteristics ofPO
dysarthria... Focusing on fundamental frequency «(,), patients with PO exlubit a reduced (,
range across sentences.
The study ofMurdoch, et af. (1997, p. 263), shows that the most frequent atypical
perceptual distinction was hoarseness, glottal fry (a bubbling, cracking type of low-pitch
phonation), pitch unsteadiness, and breathiness. These voice qualities can be contnbuted
to insufficient vocal fold movement. Fundamental frequency in Parkinsonian speech varies
from (ower pitch to higher and some t;, within nonnallimits. According to the classical
symptoms ~fhypokineticdysarthria, low pitch is a frequent perceptual charncteristic
(Murdoch, et aI., 1997, p. 260). Parkinsonian patients demonstrate high glottal resistance
and low subglottal pressure which means rigid intrinsic laryngeal muscles and inadequate
valving; therefore resulting in communication difficulties.
2.1.4.1 Results
From the recorded speech samples, t;" sound intensity, and durations, were
examined (Henrich & Ackermann, 1993, p. 286-293). Prosodic impairment was based on
perceptual judgement ofpitch. A hoarse speech quality can mask the fo spectrum.
Articulatory imprecision can impair the listener's recognition of syllabic structure,
consequently contnbuting to the impression of monotonicity. With respect to pitch levels
as a whole, male subjects increased whereas fumaie subjects decreased. Pitch accent
height. correspoods appropriately to the standard values measured in nonnal declarative
sentences. The speaking rates oftbe subjects appeared to be within nonnal range (with the
exception ofone subject). A significant characteristic of the subjects with PO, was an
increase in the length of vowels.
Patients with PO appear to exhibit an 'undershooting' ofmovements (Hertrich &
Ackermann, 1993, p. 295). Hypokinesia ofarticulatory movements appear to result in
short, u.:omplete stop consonant closure. People with PO~ cbaracterized by a
generalized loss ofliDguistic prosody. To cooclude. patients with PO appear to illustra1e
distw'bed motor control
2.1.5 Temporal AlterarioIU on Speech Intellig;bility
It bas been noted that in some cases ofPO, the speaking rate ofdysarthric speakers
is so rapid that it impairs intelligibility (Hammen, Yorkston, & Minifie, 1994, p. 244).
Overall, when a patient's speech incorporates a repair strategy to accommodate a motor
deficit, such as increased pause durations, rate reductions occur.
2.1.5.1 Temporal A.lternations Experiment
This study examined speech alterations through paced orsyn~ysynthesised
speech (Hammen, et al., 1994, p_ 245). In paced speech, the subjects were asked to
produce speech at sJower rates than their accustomed productions. In synthetically aheted
speech, the recorded samp'es were acoustically anaJyzm and manipulated to increase
speech and/or pause durations.
2.1.5.2Re.ru/1.S
It was noticed that the paced speech was significantly more intel.ligIble than the
patient's standard speech (Hammen, et aI., 1994, p. 252). On the other band. synthetic
speech was DOt found to be more wxierstandable than habitual (typical) speech. It is
important to note that this conclusion is only based on one method ofcomputer synthesis,
however, another method may result in more intelliga'bJe speech. The results suggest, that
in addition to the overall changes in the temporal realm, improvements at the segmental
level are also responst'ble for the increased intelligallility.
2.1.6 Lower Lip andJaw Movement
According to Forrest & Weismer (1995, p. 261-262), lower lip and jaw movement
in PO patients might effect stress contrasts. The parameters assessed were peak
displacement, peak velocity, and duration. Changes in these areas were monitored as a
function of stress in CV syllables. The central aspect oftrus study was to correlate
kinematic parameters with amplitude displacement (the range ofDK:ltioD once the highest
and lowest positions are remo~) ofstress production. Kinematics is the branch of
biomechanics concerned with the movement of body parts, without regarding the furces
that cause the movements to occur (Thomas, 1993, p. 1055).
2.1.6.1 Experiment
The patients participated in three speed!. casks including sentence repetition,
alternating stress patterns, and word repetition (Forrest & Weismer, 1995, p. 262-263).
The speecb samples selected in this study allowed observation ofthe lips andjaw as
primary articu1ators, in correspondence with stress production. Observation of velocity
and stress may provide insights into the control or lack ot: in the speech movements of
patient's with PD. The speech sample chosen maximized the possibilities of the stress
production contrases.
2.1.6.2 Results
The patients with PO demonstrated lower peak velocities on opening gestures,
which can be explained by the reduced amplitude ofmovement (Forrest & Weismer, 1995,
p. 265). In closing gestures, the patients with PO illustrated shorter durations. The
patients with PO were compared to normal neurological geriatrics, NG. The mildly
dysarthric and normal speakers' velocity profiles appeared the same. The only difference
between the groups studied was the more severe the dysarthria, the more irregular the
velocity profiles, which often consisted ofmultiple peaks.
The overall outcome ofthis study suggests that speakers affected by PO
experienced less precise control for lower lip andjaw opening (as contrasted withjaw
c1osing)(Forresi. & Weismer, 1995, p. 268·271). Opening a gesture involves movement
initiation, which is generalIy impaired in PO; however, closing a gesture need not be
controlled in the same manner. The deficiency in opening a gesture might reflect a
disruption between the neural commands and the speech musculature.
2.1.7 Intervention
In understanding the disabilities of a patient with PO, intervention is examined
because it provides evidence for the level ofthe disorder. McNamara, Obler, Au., Durso,
& Albert (1992, p. 39) report on self-monitoring skills encompassed in speech:
prearticuJatory editing, which arises before an error or unintended utterance, and output
monitoring, which takes place after an error has occurred. Output monitoring is also
perceived as a repair strategy.
2.1.7.1 Repair Strategies
McNamara, et 01. (1992, p. 39) examines two typeS ofrepair strategies: lemma
repairs and reformulation repairs. Lemma repairs are word substitutions, wbicb only
incorporate lexical access procedures, maintaining the original syntax structure unaltered.
Reformulation repairs, on the other band, alter the sentence structure ofthe repaired item,
usually by adding another idea or phrase.
2.1.7.2 Resulls
McNamara, el 01. (1992, p. 45-48) conducted a study to explore the links between
nXlDitoring, naming, and attentional deficits. Patients with PD appear to have no naming
problems but have attentional deficits, thus failing to repair a large number of their speech
errors. Only twenty-five percent oftbe errors were corrected (eleven percent lemma
repair strategies and founeen percent reformulation repair strategies).
A generalization can be drawn that neurobiologic abnormalities which cause PD
might also underlie a specific <;ammunication disorder manifested by an impairment in the
ability to detect speech errors (McNamara, el 01.,1992, p. 49). The patients with PD used
lennna and reformulation repair strategies significantly less than patients without brain
damage. IdentifYing and repairing speech errors can be associated with attentional and
self-monitoring capacities; therefore, the errors were not specifically a linguistic
impairment.
2.1.7.3 Lee Silverman Voice Treatment (LSVl) vs. Respiration Treatment (R)
Ramig & Dromey (1996, p. 798-799) examine designated aerodynamic (the study
ofair and other gases in motion) and glottograpbic (graph that measures glonal flow)
measures of vocal functions in patients with PD. Two ronns of intensive speech
intervention were utilized for measuring changes in speech. and voice deficits (Ramig &
Dromey, 1996, p. 798-799 and Ramig, Countryman, Thompson, & Horo, 1995, p. 1247).
LSVT trained phonation and respiration, documenting increased sound pressure levels
(SPL), whereas, R manipulated respiration only (Ramig & Dromey, 1996, p. 803·804).
lbe clients involved in LSVT made significant short-term improvements in speech and
voice characteristics (Ramig, et. af., 1995, p. 1247). The patients implementing the LSVT
program were given exercises to increase vocal fold adduction., which increased their vocal
intensities (Ramig & Dromey, 1996, p. 803). Unfortunately, the clients who adopted the R
approach were DOt able to improve sub-glonal pressure. In filet it appeared that this
treatment strategy in some instances was counter-productive (Ramig & Dromey, 1996, p.
804). Individuals in the R group with ineffective glottal valving mechanisms simply
increased respiratory function (which is not adequate for improvements in sub-glottal
pressure for speech).
To conclude, for individuals withPD, it is necessary to practice respiration and
phonation simultaneously, in order to increase SPL (Ramig & Dromey,1996, p. 804-805).
Therefore, LSVT treatment was useful in aiding patients 10 achieve a more 'typical' mode
ofphonation. These clients were able to achieve increased SPL through improved vocal
fold adduction and increased subglottal pressure. As the communication skills improved in
the LSVT subjects, so did their confidence and attitude (Ramig, et af., 1995, p. 1248).
The psychosocial well-being ofindividuals with PO impacts on their communication
abilities. Unfortunately, the R treatment did not increase the SPL, thus weak phonation
continued in clients who sought this treatment protocol (Ramig & Dramey,l996, p. 805).
Ramig, et 01. (1995, p. 1247-1248) noted that both treatment groups improved. but the
magnitude and consistency of the LSVT patients was greater. The improvement in their
commwrication skills might ret1ect the motivational attitudes of the clients. Many
researchers believe that motivation is the key in overcoming the obstacles presented in PD.
2.2 AmyoIrophk LoJotJI Sclerosis (ALS)
ALS is a syndrome marked by muscular weakness and atrophy (a wasting away or
shrinkage ofbody tissues or organs)(Tbomas, 1993, p. 90). There is degeneration ofthe
upper and lower motor neurons ofthe spinal cord, medulla, and cortex, whicb results in
musculature spasticity and hyperreflexia. Prognosis is very poor for patients, but in some
instances patients have remained active ten to twenty years after the disease was
diagnosed. Patients benefit from pbysica1, occupational, and speech therapy. Therapy is
individualized on the patient's needs and deficits.
The World Health Organization (WHO) model ofchronic disease as applied to
ALS provides a more holistic definition of ALS:
Table 4.0 Cate--rization orALS
Pathophysi- Impairment Functional Disability Societal
ology Limitation Limitation
Definition Interruption Loss and/or Restriction Inability or Restriction,
of inference abnonnality or lack of limitation in attributable
ofnormal of mental, ability to perfonning to social
pbysio- emotional. petforman "",WIy policy or
Io_and physio- action or defined barriers
develop- 10gica1,or activity in activities (structural
menlo! anatomical the mann,,, and roles Ot
processes or structweor or range within a attitudinal).
muctutes. function, considered social and which limits
including normal that physical fuIfillmem
=ndaty results from environment of roles or
losses and impairment. as a result denies
ptrin. ofintema1 access to
or external service or
fuctorsand opportunit-
therr ies.
interplay.
(Yorkston, Strand, & Kennedy ,1996. p. 57)
2.2.1 Physiologic Deficits
ALS is a progressive. crippling. motor system disorder with clinical characteristics.
ALS presents with three classifYing subgroups; bulbar. corticobulbar, and spinal
(Langmore & Lehman,. 1994, p. 28). The predominant features ofthe bulbar group was
damage to cranial nerve nuclei, specifically lower motor neurons (LMN) in the brainstem
(Langmore & Lehman, 1994. p. 30). This group experienced dysarthria, and atrophy
(weakness and deterioration) and fasciculation (involuntary contractions or twitching)
primarily in the tongue. exaggerated jaw jerk, and pharyngeal gag reflexes. There is a
tendency for the limbs to be affected, but to a lesser extent than speech. The major
char3cteristic ofthe corticobulbar group was damage to the corticobulbar tract (the upper
motor neurons (UMN). Dysarthria, exaggerated jawjerk, and pharyngeal gag reOexes
can all be symptoms. In this scenario limbs appear more involved than speech. The
essential charactc:ristic ofthe spinal group was damage to the anterior bomcells and
corticospinal tract innervating the limbs; therefore, both the LMN and liMN are involved.
There appears to be DO dysarthria, atrophy, or fasciculation, but tbc:re are equivocal jaw
jerk and pharyngeal gag reflexes. Patients presenting with bulbar and corticobulbar forms
ofALS exhJ."bit significantly reduced strength and speed. ofmovemco.t in the orofacial
structures (Langmore & Lehman, 1994, p. 30). The tongue appears to be the most
severely affected structure in all ALS groups, speed and strength were consistently
hnpaned.
2.2.2 Acoustic Measures
Caruso & Burton (1987, p. 80), examined the main acoustic characteristics of
ALS, such as stop-gap dwation (the time from the end ofacoustic energy to the onset of
acoustic energy associated with the articulatory release: burst for the following sowxl),
voice onset time (VOT), and vowel duration in intelligible ALS speakers.. In regards to
the stop-gap duration, the ALS speakers were found to demonstrate a Iengtbencd stop..gap
that was weak. In addition they exhibited a boger vowel duration. Tbere appeared to be
a direct correlation between the stop-gap duration and the vowel length; the longer sto~
gap duration corresponded to the longer vowel durn.tion. The ALS speakers displayed a
higher variability in their VOTs for voiced consonants then voiceless. This study
concluded that aberrant temporal characteristics could result from a slowly moving tongue
into and or away from the appropriate articulatory postures, slowlyand/or weak laryngeal
gestures, or a combination of both (Caruso & Burton, 1987, p. 84).
2.2.2.1 Voiced verses Voiceless ConsonanJs
The differences between voiced and voiceless consonants exemplifY that tongue
movements for voiceless consonants maybe more vulnerable to disruption than similar
movements for voiced consonants (Caruso & Burton, 1987, p. 85).1 In a typically normal
speaker's tongue velocity it was found that the tongue moves slower for voiceless versus
voiced sounds. On the other hand., for ALS speakers it was discovered that tongue
movements for voiced consonants are more vulnerable to tempoml disruptions due to the
larynx compensating for slow/weak supraglottal gestures. It also might be possible that
there is additional freedom for unaffected articulators to compensate for voiced verses
voiceless sound productions (Caruso & Burton, 1987, p. 85). In the case ofEnglish stops,
the tongue and an the active articulators move sJower for voicleless (Fry, 1979, p. 135-
137).
2.2.2.2 Phonetic Contrasts
Certain phonetic contrasts appear to be vulnerable to the degenerative process of
ALS. However, there seems to be no universal agreement on the hierarchy of the phonetic
contrasts (ie. on which contrasts are more or less likely to be affected). According to J. F.
Kent,. R. D. Kent, Rosenbek. Weismer, Martin, Sufit, & Brooks (1992, p. 726), there is a
hierarchy in the severity ofthe phonetic contrasts. The most profoundly impacted contrast
is the stop vs. nasal one, for example IbI vs.Im/, followed by alveolar vs. palatal
consonan1S such as lsi vs.lt;i; next is the presence or absence ofa syllable-final consonant,
then the initial consonant vs. the initial cluster consonant. for example Islvs./stJ, and lastly
the stop vs. affiicate cootrasl, for instance hi vs. /fl. Pbysiological or articuIatOI)' causes
<:an be attributed to these impaired contrasts. For eJtmqlle, fililure or impairment of
velopbaryngeal function is realized in stop vs. nasal CODSODaDl misarticuIatioos. The
impairment in the IinguaJ function is reflected in the con.O.ict between alveolar vs. palatal
consooants. Impairment in syllable structure is exhibited in the presence or absence of
syllable-final consonants and in initial consonant vs. cluster misarticulations. Impairment in
lDllI1Ilerofarticulation is realized in the misarticulationoftbe stopvs. nasal a1Ii'icate (a
nasalized ItII and/or 1d:5/) contrast. As intclligibility decreases the mean error rate ofthesc
five contrast increases. The less impaired cont:l"a5ts ofme ALS subjects are: initial
consonant vs. null, initia1voicing, front-back vowels, fricative place, initiaJ fbi 'IS. vowe~
and kmg \IS, sbon vowel (Kent, el aL, 1992, p. 727).
lncootrast to the abo\IC study, Riddel, McCauley, Mulligan, & Tandan(I995, p.
310) reponed tba1 common contrast errors involved voicing or vowel errors: their study
detected a high frequency oferror between high vs. low vowels and vowel durations.
Physiologjcally this evideoce argues for tongue in:JpairmenL Errors in final vs. initial
voicing contrasts evidence the laryngeal impairment, thus highlighting that errors in voice
contrast occur early in the progression ofthis disease (Riddel, el 01., 1995, p. 311).
2.2.3 Spealcing Role
1be speaking rate is measured as the nwnber ofsyllables or words per minutc for a
given speech sample; it includes articulation time and pause time (Turner & Weismer,
1993, p. 1134). The ALS dysarthrics appear to bave a greater dependence on pausing
when increasing the speech rate. While the ALS patients can increase their speech rates
similarly to that ofnormal speakers, there is a discrepancy when reducing the speech rate.
'The ALS subjects tend to have an easier time slowing do'W their speaking rate, thus
tending to speak more slowly than a healthy individual. Slow speech might help in
achieving more accurate speech productions (Tumer& Weismer, 1993, p. 1141-1143).
2.3 Ceubd/tU'Disl!aSe
Cerebellar disease refers to a diverse group of conditions which share a common
anatonricallocation (see section 2.0.1.4). These may be dealt with under a common
beading since, as previously stated, they tend to present with similar symptoms. CerebeUar
disease subsequent to vascular injury is usually ischemic and most commonly results from
an arterial infarction or blockage.
The neocerebellum is ofspecific interest to speech, aod this part of the organ
appears to develop the latest in the evolutionary series. The cerebellum is one of the
seven major subdivisions oftbe brain. It is composed ofa small semicircular mass of
neural tissue located within the base oftbe skulljust posterior to the brainstem. 'The
cerebellum plays a vital role in synergic control of the skeletal muscles and plays an
important role in the coordination of the voluntary muscular movements (1bomas, 1993,
p.350-351). The cerebellum is interrelated with brain stern structures that execute a
varietyofmovernents (such as running, walking), and fine voluntary movements as
required in writing and playing musical instruments. It controls the property of
movements, such as speed, acceleration, and trajectory.
WIth respect to dysarthric speech the cerebellum fi.mctions in motor performance
to coordinate the commands issued by the motor conex. Ifdamage occurs to the
cerebellum. then movement control is impaired; higher centers receive gross patterns of
motor commands., but lack fine adjustments in time and positioning. Damage interrupts
the entire act or sequeoce of movements; there is evidence ofa breakdown in temporal
relationships ofmovemems (Kent, et of., 1979, p. 644). Therefore, damage to the
cerebeUum will result in a communication breakdown due to the motor impairment.
2.3.1 Acoustic Characteristics
The speech patterns ofcerebellar disease display three characteristics: articulatory
inaccuracy, prosodic excess (based on four dimensions excess and equal stress, prolonged
pbonemes, prolonged intervals, and slow rate), and pbonatory-prosodic insufficiency
(incorporates the dimensions of monopitch, monoloudness, and harsh voice)(Kent, et al.,
1979, p. 628). The articulatory inaccuracy category includes imprecise consonants,
irregular articulatory breakdown, and distorted vowels. These errors were attnbuted to
problems in individual movements and dysrhythmia.. Dysrhythmia is characterized by
prolongations, hesitations, and repetitions that disrupt the flow ofspeech (Nicolosi, et af.,
1989, p. 88). Prosodic excess includes excess and equal stress, prolonged phonemes,
prolonged intervals, and sJow rate (Kent, et af., 1979, p. 628). These are the outcome of
slow individual movements and slow repetitive movements. Pbonatory-prosodic
inadequacy includes monopitch., monoloudness, and harsh voice. Consequently this is due
to the presence ofhypertonia (which is excess tension in a muscle). Patients with
cerebellac disease tend to exhibit ataxic dysarthria. Their fundamental frequency tends to
be flat (monotone). There appeared to be a longer segment duration, which signifies the
problem. with tinring control
2.3.2 Timing
Ackennann & Hert:rich (1997, p. 321) make the analogy that tbe cerebeUum is an
internal clock that provides the temporal computations in motor, perceptual and cognitive
realms. Speech production requires the temporal bannony ofthe respiratory, laryngeal,
and orofilcial muscles. Voice onset time (VOn is an important measure for the timing of
the orofilcial and laryngeal occurrences. VaT is also an important parameter for
phonological information; therefore, it is important that this durational feature is
controlled. There appear to be considerable voicing errors in the speech ofpatients with
cerebellac vascular disease (particularly a substitution ofan Wlvoiced sound for a voiced
one). A reduced velocity was found in most orofacial movements too.
2.4Sumnuuy
PD, ALS, and Cerebellac Disease are three different etiologies which can result in
three different types ofdysarthria. Dysarthria stenuniog from PD is associated with
inadequate muscle movements of the articulators. As the disease progresses., the patient's
speech intelligibility tends to decrease. Dysarthria resulting from ALS is associated with
decreased range, rate. and strength oftbe articulatory movements ofthe tongue and
oropharyngeal musculature (Mulligan, Carpenter, Riddel, Delaney, Badger, Krusinski. &
Tandan, 1994, p. 496). The outcome is a progressively decreasing intelligibility ofspeech.
Dysarthria developing from a Cerebellar Disease is associated with fine motor problems
(timing and positioning). The outcome is poor speech intelligibility due to a motor
impairment.
Linguistically, dysarthria stemming from any etiology, is expected to result in some
form ofa prosodic impairment. This thesis anticipates prosodic impairments ranging from
abnormal pitch, poor phonation and rhythm, to monotonicity.
NOleS:
I. In this thesis, the author is usmg aD ernie definition ofvoic:ing. The ootion of
voicc:dlvoiceas is something ofa misoomer foctbe phonologjcal contrast in English plosive
stops. since sucb etic features as duratioo. intensity, aDd VQT aU seem equally importaD[ m the
pbooetic realization ofthis ernie coottast. in EogIish. The reader will DOle lhat in the contrasting
Graphs 2..2 and 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5, 2.8 and 2.9, and 3.0 and 3.t, the subject. A..C. does not
aspirate her initial voiceless stop I'd in the: word 'cake'. yet the listener still perceives thelkl.
Chapter- 3 Speech Analysis
3.0 Methodology
This section will examine the speechofE.C., A.C., and L.c. through three
methods ofanalysis: acoustic measures of pitch, intensity, and foonant frequencies. The
analysis will begin by examining each client's 'sing song' production of[aJ. Ina 'sing
song' production the cuent's pitch is supposed to vary from low to high as in a musical
scale. A 'sing song' production of [a] was used in order to identify-each cuent's pitch
range ability and to find lillibcr optimal pitch. This thesis will also analyse an isolated
word or phrase fonn each client in order to illustrate his/her prosodic impairment.
The first analysis will examine the pitch ofeach client's production of [a]. [n the
case ofdysarthric speech, pitch will identifY vocal characteristics such as pitch breaks and
monotonicity.
The second analysis will examine the intensity ofeach client's production of [a].
In speech, the intensity is the rate at which the energy is generated by the vocal folds. If
intensity is affected it is most likely a result of muscle impainneot due to the type of
disease that the client has rather than due to his/ber dysanhria.
The third analysis will examine the formants ofeach client's production of[a].
Foonants are especially important when examining vowels, since the first three fonnants
can be used to identifY a vowel In dysarthric speech, formants might have temporal gaps
or sudden changes in formant frequency; the formant lines can be tremolo or broken,
which is an attribute ofpoor phonation.
The speech ofE.C., A.C., and L.C. will also be compared to the speech elicited
from a typical American female/male speaker. 1 The speech from the typical speakers will
be analyzed in the same way as the dysarthrics' speech. The analysis will then be
compared to each dysarthric subject's speech.
3.0.IEquipmenr
The speech analysis for this thesis was done with the Praat software program.
Speech was recorded on three ninety minute Maxwell UR cassettes with the use ofa Sony
TC-142 cassette recorder. Speech was then inputted into a computer through a shielded
audio cable. The signal was recorded by the computer's sound recorder and then analyzed
through Praat's program.
3.0.2 Tronscriplion
Transcription includes what was supposed 10 be said (intended speech) vs. what
was said (actual speech). A dictaphone was used to transenbe each tape, looking for
segmental errors. The transcription showed virtually no segmental errors; instead there
was a prosodic impairment. (The data transcription is provided in Appendix D.) In the
rhytJun transcription. stress was examined. Two subjects placed additional stress on
function words such as '3' and 'the'. (The rhythm data is provided in Appendix: E).
3.1 BlICkground lnformatitm _d Spe~chAnolysis
This thesis will analyze data from three adults with dysarthria stemming from
Cerebellar Disease, ALS, and PD. The subjects will be referred to as E.C., A.C., and L.c.
subjects were assessed by a SLP in the summer of 1999. The subjects' medical history,
reviewed below, was provided by a SLP.
This thesis will also analyse data from a typical American female and male speaker.
The female subject is 24 years old with DO speech impairment or health problems. The
male subject is 27 years old with no speech impairment or health problems. Both speakers
are from the same geograpbical and dialect region as the dysarthric subjects. In this thesis,
the data acquired from the typical American speakers will be used as a guideline for
comparing typical vs. dysarthric speech.
The fundamental pitch. intensity, and fonnants for each client will be examined and
descn'bed. The production of (a] will be analyzed in order to graphically represent each
client's voeaI characteristics. 1be prosodic feature offundamental pitch will be examined
through the pitch extraction analysis. During typical speech the prosodic content ofa
message, which is largely determined by the perceived pitch as a function ohime, signals
the end ofthe production (amongst other things)(Liebcrman & Blumstein, 19811, p. 199).
In typical speech the fundamental pitch (t;, in Hz) and the overall amplitude (dB) both fiill
at the end ofordinary statements (affirmatives). Additional speech productions that will
illustrate each client's analysis will also be included.
The analysis ofspeech will begin with the only male subject, E.C., and then
continue with the two female subjects, A.C. and L.C. For each client an acoustic and
written descriptive analysis ofhislber speech will be provided. Additionally, acoustic
graphs analyzing the speech ofa typical male/female speaker will also be provided.
3.1.1 Background Information on Subject E.C.
E.C. is a 65 year old male who has bad a brain stcm infurct (see section 2.3). The
clienJ:'s primary complaint is one of slurred speech and problcms with swallowing. He
presents with severe ataxic dysarthria (see Tablc 2.0).
3.1.1.1 Clin;callmpression
E.C. is alert and oriented. His cognitive skills appear to be intact for his current
needs. His attention aDd coocentnuion are deemed to be well with in nonns. Judgement
appears to be intact for all testing procedures.
3.1.1.2 Oral-Peripheral Examination
Articulator range ofmation including labial and IinguaJ musculature revealed mild
right fucial paresis (partial or incomplete paralysis). However, E.G. was stimulable for
symmetrical range of motion ofall oral facial musculature for adequate speech production.
Oral dysphagia (difficulty in swallowing), was evident by right facial weakness and an
inability to control the oral bolus (a mass of masticated food ready to be swallowed)
(Nicolos~ et a/., 1989, p. 87). The use ofan oral bolus is a diagnostic procedure that
allows the SLP to evaluate a client's swallowing ability.
Dysdiacbokioesis was evident by the reduced proprioception (movement) with
right oral motor structures. Articulatory breakdowns were more obvious at the
conversational level However, diadochokinetic rates for lpN, IW, and fkN were deemed
adequate. Respiration processes were within fimctiooallimits for speech and all oral
motor voice procedures.
3.1.1.3 Voice Production and Speech Intelligibility
E.C.'s conversational speech was characterized by irregular articulatory
breakdowns aDd prosodic abnonnalities (see section 2.3.1). His voice was cbaracterized
by a harsh component and has a tendency towards monoloudness.
Dysarthria ofspeech was very evident. However, his speech was intelligible and
E.C. was functional for all sustained phonation and word through short phrase level testing
procedures (diagnostic exercises ranging from a single word to short phrases that aid in
communication assessment).
The primary deviant quality ofE.C.'s speech production is the lack. ofvocal
prosody. His voice lacks fluidity ofmte. Reduced rhythm and-a staccato phonation with
inappropriate loudness variability was obvious at the conversation level
Rate of speech is slower, with articulatory inaccuracies, especially evident on
lingual (pertaining to the tongue) sounds.
E.C. also uses inordinately low pitch, especially when he attempts a long utterance.
This low pitch, which is sometimes realized as 'vocal fry', contributes to his harsh
3.1.1.4 Assessment
All parameters ofvOK:e have been deemed to be mildly to moderately deviant.
Prosodic excess, evident by excess and equal stress, prolonged intervals, and aboonnal
flow of rate, coupled with phonatory prosodic insufficiency (harshness, monopitch, and
monoloudness) all contribute to E.C.'s articulatory inaccuracies and dysarthric speech
quality (see section 2.3.1).
3.1.2 Speech Ana/ysison Subjecl E.G.
The following graph sho\YS E.C.'s intended sing-song production of [a}. The
graph displays a waveform in the background (drawn in gray) with pitch superimposed
over it (drawn in black). The broken line (- - -) through the graph represents the halfway
mark (250Hz).
Graph 1.0 E.G. '$ Waveform and Pitch Tier of[a]
E.C. 's minimum pitch value is 75Hz. his maximum pitch value is 133Hz, and his
average pitch value is 107Hz. In a typical American male, the average frequency of [a] is
124Hz (peterson & Barney, 1952, p. 183). 1berefore, the above graph shows that E.C.
exhibits a slightly lower than average pitch. The graph also highlights E.C. 's prosodic
impairment as being monotonicity, except at the beginning where E.C. 's pitch rises and
then falls inunediately. For the remainder and majority oftbe production he continues at
the same pitch level This illustrates a vocal characteristic ofataxic dysarthria; E.C. is
perfonning consistently with respect to his speech impairment.
For comparison, the next graph shows the wavefonn and pitch tier ofa typical
American male producing [a].
Graph 1.1 Typical American Male '$ Waveform and Pitch Tier ofra]
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The typical male speaker has a minimum pitch value is 96Hz and his maximum
pitch value is 168Hz. His average pitch value is 122Hz which falls within two hertz of
what Peterson & Barney (1952) reported as average. In this speech production there is a
gradual rise in pitch, then it progressively falls, and levels off: as is supposed to happen in
the sing-song production.
The conclusions drawn about E.C.'s pitch and prosodic impainnent are reinforced
when Graph 1.0 and 1.1 are compared. E.C. does display a slightly lower pitch for a male,
and his speech is monotonic.
The following graph shows the waveform and pitch tier ofE.C. 's production of the
sentence, "the voice droned on and on" [31\ v::ljs dJownd an rend an].
Graph 1.2 E.C. 's Waveform and Pitch Tier
lime(s)
The graph above also illustrates E.C.'s low pitch. E.C.'s pitch average is
approximately 109Hz which is consistent with the findings in Graph 1.0.
For comparison, the next graph shows the waveform and pitch tier ofa typical
American male producing the same sentence that was analyzed above.
Graph 1.3 Typical American Male's Waveform and Pitch Tier
Time!.)
When the above graph is compared to that ofE.C.(see Graph 1.2), the reader will
notice that the typical speaker exhibits a higher pitch and a greater usage of the pitch range
overall. The typical speaker has a clearly distinct pitch change on each word. In
comparison, E.C.'s speech at times had little pitch change, thus identifying him as
montonic.
The following graph shows the waveform and intensity ofE-eo's production of [8].
The broken line (~ - ~) represents the mid point between the minimum and maximum
intensities.
Graph 1.4 E.G. '$ Waveform and Intensity offal
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E.C. 's minimum intensity value is approximately 76dB and his maximum intensity
value is approximately 85dB.
For comparison, the next graph shows the wavefonn and intensity ofa typical
American male producing [a].
Graph 1.5 Typical American Male's Wtn'eform and Intensity of[a]
The typical male speaker's minimum intensity value is approximately 83dB and his
maximum intensity value is approximately 88dB.
In quantitative tenns not much information can not be drawn from Graphs 1.4 and
1.5 since the proper protocol was not used for measuring intensity.2 E.C. has an intensity
range ofapproximately 9dB, whereas the typical male speaker has an intensity range of
5dB.
Qualitatively, however, there appears to be a difference in the intensity
productions of E.C. and the typical male speaker. The intensity in a sing-song production
should cresendo and decresendo as does the typical speaker's intensity. There are many
more intensity peaks in the typical male speaker's graph which would come across
perceptually as an animated production. Therefore, the typical speaker exhibits more
control over his realization of suprasegementals, in this case stress.
The following graph shows the wavefonn and intensity ofE.C. 's production of the
sentence, "the voice droned on and on" [011 Y.)js dKlwnd an rnd an].
Graph 1.6 E.G. 's Wcweform and In/emily
TIle graph above identifies E.C.'s minimum intensity as approximately 69dB and
his maximum intensity as approximately 85dB.
For comparison, the next graph shows the waveform and intensity ofa typical
American male producing the same sentence that was anaJyzed above.
Graph 1.7 Typical American Male's Waveform and lntensity
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The typical speaker's minimum intensity value is approximately 7ldB and his
maximum intensity value is approximately 91 dB.
Again, quantitatively, little information can be drawn from these intensity values
since the proper protocol was not used for measuring intensity. E.C. has an intensity range
ofapproximately 15dB, whereas the typical male speaker has an intensity range of20dB.
Qualitatively, however, there appears to be a difference in the realization of
intensity between E.C. and the typical male speaker. First, there are many more intensity
peaks in the typical male speaker's graph, which reinforces the conclusions drawn from
Graphs 1.4 and 1.5. Secondly, the peak intensity for the typical male speaker tends to be
more level than E.e. 's peak intensity. The typical male speaker tends to speak each word
at relatively the same intensity level throughout a speech production. In contrast, E.C.
does not appear to have the same control over his intensity as the typical male speaker, and
B.C.'s intensity level tends to vary.
The following graph shows E.C.'s fonnants of(8], which wc:rc extracted from 8
Graph I 8 E C 's Fonntmts ofra]
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For a typical American male production of (a] the typical formant frequencies are:
F, is approximately 730Hz, Fz is approximatelylO9OHz, and FJ is approximately 2440Hz
(PetersoD & Barney, 1952, p. 183). E.C:s formant frequencies for his production of (a]
are within an acceptable range, though his F I seems to average closer to 500Hz than to
720Hz. This signifies that E.C.'s tongue height is Io....-er than that oftbe typical AmericanmaIe_.
For comparison, the next graph sOOws the formants of8 typical American male
producing (8).
Graph I 9 Typical American Male's Formants offa]
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There is little differeoce between E.C-'s formants and the formants ofthe typical
male speaker. After comparing Graphs 1.4 and 1.5, the reader can safely conclude that
E.C. 's articulation ofEa] does not appear to be affected by his dysarthria.
3.1.3 Background Infonnotion on Subject A.C.
A.C. is a 56 year old female diagnosed with Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS)
(see section 2.2). Her primary complaint was ~t ofslurred speech and an inability to
articulate. She presents with mixed (spastic and t1accid) dysarthria (see Table 2.0).
3.1.3.1 Conversational Speech
Conversational speech was significantly reduced in speech intelligIbility. It was
necessary for A.c. to either write out her communication or to repeat herself.
A.C. was unable to phonate voiceless sounds. In a reading passage she substituted
voiced sounds for voiceless sounds (see section 2.2.2.1).
A.C. 's mte ofspeech was very poor (see section 2.2.3). She had great difficulty in
counting from ooe to twenty. She needed to rest after every two to three nwnber counts.
3.1.3.2 Respiration
A significant clavicular breathing panern was oh'>erved (ie. breathing through the
use ofaccessary muscle, such as the stemocleidomestoid. which raises the co!Ja.rlxlne).
AC. needed to take numerous breaths while speaking. Sbe was only able to speak in two
to three syllable utterances. The SLP heard audJble breathing sounds on inhalation and
A.C. often spoke on residual air (the volume ofair remaining in lhc lungs and airways at
the end ofmaximum expiration).
A.C. was not able to phonate any vowels for longer then three to four seconds.
Ovc:rall, the adverse effect ofrespiration on speech was deemed to be severe.
3.1.3.3 Phonalion
Severe tremulous tone with phonation tn'eaks or severe dysphonia characterizes
A..C.'s speech production.
Pitch is low and monotone with very abnormal variation. A.C. is not able to
imitate the SLP's pitch., nor vary the prosody in ber speech.
3.1.3.4 VocallnlensiIy
A.C.'s ability to be heard was reduced since her vocal intensity is moderately
reduced. She was inconsistently able to produce louder sounds at the one syllable
utterance level
3.1.3.5 Voice Quality and Resonance
A moderate to severe hypernasality was displayed. A.C. 's voice also had a low,
strangled quality. Precision ofarticulation and severe tension in the laryngeal area
compromised her voice quality and resonance.
3.1.3.6 Vocal Prosody
Lack ofvocal prosody with poor rhythm ofspeech resulted from AC. 's
incoordination ofrespiration with phonation. Severe stress and intonation problems
during conversational speech were observed.
3.1.3.7 Assessmenr
A.C. 's mixed dysarthria includes that ofspasticity, slow rate, harsh vocal quality,
and overall, general oral motor weakness (see section 2.2.1).
Her voice is characterized by breathiness, often with oasal admission (air escaping
through the nasal cavity), reduced audibility, imprecise articulation, monopitch tone, and
diplophonia (vibration of the ventricular folds simultaneously with the vocal folds which
produces a 'two-toned' voice)(Nicolosi, et al., 1989, p. 284). All range of motion is
reduced and pitch and loudness levels were very inconsistent, with reduced variability.
3.1.4 Speech Analysis on Subject A.C.
The following graph shows AC.'s waveform and pitch tier ofan intended sing-
song production of [a].
Graph 2.0A.C. 's Waveform and Pitch Tier offaJ
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AC.'s minimum pitch value is 75Hz, her maximum pitch value is 130Hz, and her
average pitch value is 115Hz. Ina typical American femaJe the average frequency of [a] is
212Hz (peterson & Barney, 1952, p. 183). Therefore, the above graph indicates that AC.
exhibits an extremely low pitch for a female. In fact her pitch actually fulls into the bottom
of the male range. The graph also highlights AC. 's prosodic impairment as being
monotonicity. AC.'s pitch is relatively levellhroughout most of her production, with a
slight drop which levels offat the end. This illustrates the vocal characteristic of mixed
dysarthria; AC. is performing consistently with her speech impairment.
For comparison. the next graph shows the waveform and pitch tier ofa typical
American female producing [a].
Graph 2. 1 Typical American Female's Waveform and Pitch Tier ofra}
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The typical female speaker has a minimum pitch value is 184Hz and her maximum
pitch value is 256Hz. Her average pitch vaJue is 215Hz, which falls within three hertz of
what Peterson & Barney (1952) reported as average. In this speech production there is a
gradual rise in pitch and then it progressively falls, as it should do in a sing·song
production.
The conclusions drawn about A.C. 's pitcb and prosodic impainnents are reinforced
when Graph 2.0 and 2.1 are compared. A.C. does display an extremely low pitch for a
female, and her speech is monotonic.
The following graph shows the waveform and pitch tier ofA.C.'s production of
"cake" [kejk], produced in isolation.
Graph 2.2 A.C. 's Waveform and Pitch Tier of[kejk]
The aOOve graph reinforces the conclusions that were drawn from Graph 2.0 since
both illustrate AC.'s monotone pitch. AC.'s average pitch range is 169Hz, or near the
top of the male range which is significantly higher than that in Graph 2.0.
For comparison, the next graph shows the waveform and pitch tier ofa typical
American female producing the word "cake" [kejkJ.
Graph 2.3 Typical American Female's Waveform and Pilch Tier of[kejk}
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When the above graph is compared to that of A.C.(see Grapb 2.2), the typical
speaker exhibits a significantly higher pitch and a greater usage of the pitch range overall.
In comparison, A.C. 's speech has relatively no pitch change. Additionally, the initiallkJ of
the typical speaker displays a longer duration ofbigh intensity (aperiodic) noise associated
with aspiration, which is missing in AC.'s production of the word 'cake'.
The foUowing graph shows the wavefonn and pitch tier of A.C. 's production of the
sentence, "I will bake a cake" [aj wtl bejk" kejk].
Graph 2.4 A.C. 's Waveform and PifCh Tier
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AC. 's average pitch range is approximately 173Hz (which is significantly higher
then what was reported in Graph 2.0, but it is consistent with Graph 2.2; see section
4.1.1.2 for a possible reason for this inconsistency).
For comparison, the next graph shows the wavefonn and pitch tier ofa typical
American female producing the same sentence that was analyzed above.
Graph 2.5 Typical American Female's Waveform and Pitch Tier
Tn (I)
This graph reinforces the findings in Graph 2.3. The reader will notice that the
typical speaker exhibits a significantly higher pitch and a greater usage of the pitch range
overalL In comparison., A.C.·s speech has a significantly lower pitch range.
The following graph shows the waveform and intensity of A.C.'s production of[a].
Graph 2.6 A.C. 's Waveform and Intensity of[a]
A.C.'s minimum intensity value is approximately 74dB and her maximum value is
approximately 89dB.
For comparison. the next graph shows the waveform and inlensity ofa typical
American female producing [a].
Graph 1. 7 Typical American Female's Waveform and Intensity of[a)
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The typ)caJ female speaker's minimum intensity value is approximately 90dB and
her maximum value is approximately 9tdB.
In quantitative terms not much infonnation can not be drawn from Graphs 2.6 and
2.7 since the proper protocol was not used for measuring intensity. AC. bas an intensity
range ofapproximately ISdB, whereas the typical female speaker bas an intensity range of
IdB. This discrepancy might be a result ofAC.'s phonation breaks.
Qualitatively, however, there is a difference in intensity between AC. and the
typical female speaker. The intensity in a sing-song production should cresendo and
decresendo as does the typical speaker's intensity. There are many more intensity peaks in
the typical female speaker's graph which would come across perceptually as an animated
production. Therefore, the typical speaker exhibits more control over the
suprasegementals, in this case stress.
The following graph shows the waveform and intensity ofAC. 's production of the
word "cake" [kejk].
Graph 2.8 A.C. 's Waveform and Intensity of[kejk]
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In the above graph, AC. 's minimum intensity is approximately 71dB and her
maximum intensity is approximately 89dB.
For comparison, the next graph shows the waveform and intensity ofa typical
American female producing the word 'cake' [kejk].
Graph 2.9 Typical American Female's Waveform and Intensity of[kejk]
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The typical American fema.le's minimum intensity is approximately 72dB and her
maximum intensity is approximately 9OdB.
Again. quantitatively, not much information can not be drawn from these values
since the proper protocol was not used for measuring intensity. AC. has an intensity
range ofapproximately ISdB, whereas the typical female speaker has an ullensity range of
18dB.
Qualitatively, there is a difference in the realization of intensity between A.C. and
the typical female speaker. The intensity for the typical female speaker tends to be more
level than AC.'s intensity. The typtcal female speaker tends to speak at relatively the
same intensity level throughout the speech production. In contrast, AC. does oot appear
to have the same control over her intensity as the typical female speaker. A.C.'s intensity
level progressively drops.
The following graph shows the wavefonn and intensity ofAC.'s production of the
sentence, "I will bake a cake" raj wd bejk" kejk).
Graph 3.0A.C. 's Waveform and Intensity
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AC.'s minimwn intensity is approximately 67dB and her maximum intensity is
approximately 86dB.
For comparison, the next graph shows the waveform and intensity ofa typical
American female producing the same sentence that was analyzed above.
Graph 3. I Typical American Female's Waveform and Intensity
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The typical American female's minimwn intensity is approximately 72dB and her
maximwn intensity is approximately 90dB.
Again. quantitatively, not much infonnation can not be drawn from these values
since the proper protocol was not used for measuring intensity. AC. has an intensity
range ofapproximately 19dB, whereas the typical female speaker has an intensity range of
18dB.
Qualitatively, there is a difference in intensity between AC. and the typical female
speaker. The peak intensity for the typical female speaker tends to be more level than
A.Co's intensity. The typical female speaker tends to speak at relatively the same peak
intensity level throughout a speech production. In contrast, AC. does not appear to have
the same control over her intensity as the typical female speaker. AC.'s intensity level
appears to follow the same overall intensity pattern as the typical speaker, in that where
the typical speaker's overall intensity falls so does AC.'s intensity. The difference is that
A.C. 's intensity is not maintained at a level peak for as long as the typical speaker. A.C. 's
intensity also appears to drop more dramatically and stay at a lower intensity longer than
the typical speaker.
The following graph shows A.C. 's formants o£[a], which were extracted from a
Graph 3.2 A.Co 's Formants offa]
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F[ and Flare close together while F} is further apart. For a female production o£[al
the typical formant frequencies are: F[ is approximately 850Hz, F2 is
approlcimatelyl220Hz, and FJ is approximately 2810Hz (peterson & Barney, 1952, p.
183). A.C.'s formant frequencies for her production of [a] appear to be within an
acceptable range, though her F1 and FJ values vary. AC.'s lowest F1 value is near 1000Hz
while her highest F2 value is near 2000Hz; on average her Fz ranges from 12oo-1500Hz.
For comparison. the next graph shows the formants of a typical American female
producing [a].
Graph 3 3 Typical American Female's Formants of[a]
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There is little difference between AC.'s formants and the formants of the typical
female speaker. After comparing Graphs 3.2 and 3.3, the reader can safely conclude that
AC. 's articulation does not appear to be affected by her dysarthria. It is important to
note, however, that AC. 's formants (see Graph 3.2) are very broken up in comparison to
the typical female's formants. This might be a result of A.C.'s phonation breaks or her
dysphonia. Dysphonia is a partial loss of phonation.
3.1.5 Background Information on Subject L.e.
L.C. is a 71 year okl female who was diagnosed with Parkinson's disease (PD)(see
section 2.1). Sbe reports difficulty with her speech production and swallowing. She
presents with hypokinetic dysarthria (see Table 2.0).
3.1.5.1 Clinical Impression
L.C. is alert and orientated (ability to comprehend and to adjust oneself in an
environment with regard to time, location, and identity ofpersons). Her cognitive skills
appear to be intact for ber current needs. Attention, concentration, and judgement are
deemed to be within oorma1limits for all testing procedures. L.e. also presents with a
mild bearing loss.
3.1.5.2 Oral Peripheral Examination
L.C.·s speech mechanism was normal in size and symmetry. However, her jaw and
lateral tongue movements were very dysmetric (inability to fix the range of movements in a
muscular activity). Her mandibular range ofmotion was limited. wilh left facial weakness
(see section 2. t .6).
Articulatory range of motion (including labial and lingual musculature) was
moderately reduced in range ofmotion. However. L.e. was able to be stimulated for
symmetrical and improved range ofmotion in imitation ofthe speech pathologist.
L.C. showed evidence ofdysdiadocbokinesis (the inability to execute rapid
repetitive movements oflbe articulators) in the severely reduced proprioception ofall oral
motor structures (Nicolos~et al.. 1989. p. 79). Her articulatory breakdowns were more
obvious at the cooversationalleveL Her diadochokinetic rates for lpN, !tN, and IkN were
deemed inadequate, and her reduced respiration processed further compromised effective
phonation for diadochokinetic ratcs.
3.1.5.3 Voice Production and Speech Intelligibility
L.C.'s conversational speech was characterized by irregular articulatory
breakdowns and poor prosody abnormalities (see sections 2.1.3 and 2.1.4).
Excessive tension with inspiration (inhalation), leading to tension in the upper chest
and laIyngeal area was observed (see section 2.1.2).
L.C. presented with extraneous movement ofthe shoulders and neck and an
inappropriate use ofbreath support. The patient's inability to adequately monitor the
amount ofair (respiration) required for efficient speech resulted in breathy, unstable
delivery and poor vocal intensity (see section 2.1.1.1).
Poor efficiency of phonation resulted in l.ack of flexibility of laryngeal function and
reduced control oftbe laryngeal movements (see section 2.1.4). These were manifested
1. Significantly reduced pitch range.
2. Poor use ofpitch intonation
3. Reduced ability to produce desired vocal intensities.
4. Significantly reduced ability to sustain phonation.
5. Poor synchronization ofexhalation and speech production.
6. Significantly breathy voice quality with poor vocal intensity.
3.1.5.4 ArdcuJaliofJ
L.C·s reduced ability to efficiently use bet oraJ articulators and poor vocaJ
quality detracted fiom bet colDlDLllticative process. Poor muscular flexibility resulted in
unintelligible speech. L.C oeeded to repeat bc:rselfin order to communicate.
When reciting a readiDg passage LC exhibited a dysftucnt and variable rate of
speech. She often prolonged pboDelDeS and omitted consonant sounds (sec section 2.1.3).
A moderately rapKl rate ofspeech was observed, with progressive acceleration
towards the eod ofspeaJcing phrases (sec section 2.1.5). Speech intelliglbilitywas rnted as
poor to fair for oral reading tasks.
3.1.5.5 Assessment
L.C. 's hypokioetic dysarthria is characterized by incoordination and reduced
movement ofaD oral motor articulatory muscles. She presents with uncoordinated
respiration (breathing), pbonation (voice), articulation (pronunciation), and prosody
(rhythm, intonation, rnte of speaking). All oftbesc are impaired, causing L.C.'s significant
difficulty with speech production and effective communication.
3.1.6 Speech Analysis on Subjeci LC.
The following graph shows L.C. 's waveform and pitch tier ofan intended sing-
song production of [a].
Graph 3.4 LC.·s Waveform and Pilch Tieroffaj
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L.C.'s minimum pitch value is 77Hz, her maximum pitch value is 246Hz, and her
average pitch value is 157Hz. [n a typical American female the average frequency of [a] is
212Hz (peterson & Barney, 1952, p. 183). The above graph shows that L.C. exhibits a
relatively low pitch on average for a female, however, she is capable of functioning wilhin
the typical fema.le range. It is also important to note that in a typical production of [a] the
pitch would drop at the end, whereas, L.C.'s pitch gradually declined in tbe middle ofher
production and then actually increases towards the end illustrating an unusual pitch
pattern. This illustrates a vocal characteristic of hypokinetic dysarthria; L.C. is perfonning
consistently with respect to her speech impairment.
For comparison. the next graph shows the waveform and pitch tter ofa typical
American female producing [a].
Graph 3.5 Typical American Female's Waveform and Pitch Tier offaJ
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The typical female speaker has a minimum pitch value is 184Hz and her maximum
pitch value is 256Hz. Her average pitch value is 215Hz, which falls within three hertz of
what Peterson & Barney (1952) reported as average. In this speech production there is a
gradual rise in pitch and then the pitch progressively falls.
The conclusions drawn about L.c. 's pitch are reinforced when Graph 3.4 and 3.5
are compared. L.c. does display a low pitch for a female and an usual pitch pattern.
The foUowing graph shows the waveform and pitch tier ofL.C. '5 production of the
sentence, "1 like wann water" [aj lajk WOJm wota-].
Graph 3.6 LC. 's Waveform and Pitch Tier
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L.C.'s average pitch is approximately 135Hz, which is significantly low. It is
interesting to note the pitch ofeach word, for example, in [aj] and [W;).m] the pitch level is
approximately the same monotoned value. L.C. does exhibit some nonnal peaks in [lajk]
and [W;)ta-]. However, in her production of [W;)ta-] her pitch would be expected to fiill
since it is the end ofa sentence; instead it just levels off. It is interesting to note that if the
reader extracts the pitch section for [lajk worn wota-] and compares it to Graph 3.4, both
appear to have the same pitch pattem It might be that L.C. can only execute one pitch
panern; therefore, she exlubits reduced control ofpitch.
For comparison, the next graph shows the waveform and pitch tier ofa typical
American female producing the same sentence analyzed above.
Graph 3. 7 Typical American Female's Waveform and Pilch Tier
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lbis graph reinforces the findings in Graph 3.6. The reader will notice that the
typical speaker exhibits a significantly higher pitch and a greater usage of the pitch range
overall. In comparison, L.C. 's speech has a lower pitch range.
The following graph shows the wavefonn and intensity ofL.e. 's production of [a].
Graph 3.8 LC. 's Waveform and Intensity offa]
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L.C. 's minimwn intensity value is approximately 68dB and her maximum value is
approximately 85dB.
For comparison, the oext graph shows the waveform and intensity ofa typical
American female producing [a].
Graph 3.9 Typical American Female's Waveform and Inrensity offa]
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The typical female speaker's minimwn intensity value is approximately 90dB and
her maximum value is approximately 91dB.
In quantitative tenns not much information can not be drawn from Graphs 3.6 and
3.7 since the proper protocol was not used for measuring intensity. L.C. has an intensity
range ofapproximately 17dB, whereas the typical female speaker has an intensity range of
IdB. This discrepancy might be a result ofL.C.'s poor synchronizatkln ofexhalation and
speech production or her intermittent brealhiness.
Qualitatively, however, there appears to be a difference in intensity between L.c.
and the typical female speaker. The intensity in a sing-song production should cresendo
and decresendo as does the typical speaker's intensity. There seem to be many more
intensity peaks in the typical female speaker's graph, which would come across
perceptually as an animated production. Therefore, the typical speaker exhibits more
control over the suprasegementals, in this case stress.
The following graph shows the wavefonn and intensity ofL.C. 's production of the
sentence, "I like warm water" [aj lajk WOJOl wota-].
Graph 4.0 L.c. 's Waveform and Intensity
The graph above identifies L.eo's minimwn intensity is approximately 69dB and
her maximwn intensity is approximately 85dB.
For comparison, the next graph shows the waveform and intensity ofa typical
American female producing the same sentence analyzed above.
Graph 4.1 Typical American Female's Waveform and Intensity
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The typical female speaker's minimwn intensity value is approximately 75dB and
her maximwn value is approximately 90dB.
Again, quantitatively, not much infonnation can not be drawn from these values
since the proper protocol was not used for measuring intensity. L.C. has an intensity range
ofapproximately 16dB, whereas the typical female speaker has an intensity range of 15dB.
Qualitatively, there is a difference in the realization of intensity between L.C. and
the typical female speaker. The typical speaker's intensity is relatively more level
throughout the production as it was in her production ofthe isolates vowel faJ in Graph
3.9, where an intensity range ofonly IdB was observed.
The following graphsbows L.c.'s formants of(al, which were c:xtracted from a
Graph 4.2 LC 's Fomumuof[aj
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F1and Flare close together while FJ is further apart. For a female production of (a]
the typical American formant frequencies are: F , is approximately 850Hz, F1 is
approximatelyl220Hz, and FJ is approximately 2810Hz (peterson & Barney, 1952, p.
183). L.e.·s formant frequeocies for her production of (a) appear to be within an
acceptable range.
For comparison, the next graph shows the: formants ofa typical American female
produciDg[a].
Graph 4 3 Typical American Female '$ Formants of(a]
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"There is little difference between L.C.'s formants and the formants oftbe typical
female speaker. Therefore, after comparing Graphs 4.2 and 4.3, the reader can safely
conclude that L.C.·s articulation does not appear to be affected by her dysarthria.
However, L.C.'s formants (see Graph 4.2) appear to break: up. This might be a result of
L.C.·s reduced ability to sustain normal phonation or due to her breathiness.
3.1.7 Summary
As this chapter bas sllown, acoustic analysis confirms the types ofdysfunctions
expected for each type ofdysarthric. In the next section, the generalizations that can be
concluded from this analysis will be discussed.
Notes:
I. The typical American speaker, in this thesis, can be defiDod as someone who has been born
aDd raised iD upstate New York.
2. The proper pn:llOCOI for measuring intensily includes calibnlliog the tnicropbooe and placing
the micropbooe the same distance away from each subject (Paddock, persooa.I communication,
OSnllOO). Cah"bnumg the microphooc: means inputting different frequencies at the same
ioteusity ievel The same respoose should be elicited from the micropbooe ifthe microphone is
DOl: biased to any one frequency. 'There must also be control over the diswx:e from the
microphone to the subject's lips. This distance must be constant amongst the subjects.
Cbapter" Generalizations
This chapter identifies the similarities and differences between three types of
dysarthria based on the acoustic analysis from Chapter 3. This information will be
presented in the same format as Chapter 1, which utilized the suprasegmental vs.
segmental dichotomy (or the source vs. filter dichotomy). The results will then be
discussed with respect to this thesis' goal, which is to linguistically define and descnbe
dysarthria. Each client's speech characteristics will be overviewed and then
generalizations will be drawn about aU three clients.
4.0SllbjectE.C
E.C. bas ataxic dysarthria which is a result from his eVA. His speech will be
divided into two areas for discussion purposes, namely suprasegmental and segmental
4.0.1 Suprasegmenrols
The prosodic features of the suprasegmentals will be examined; specifically, the
phonation, pitch, and stress ofE.C.'s speech will be discussed.
4.0.1.1 Phonation
Based on the analysis in Chapter 3, E.C.'s phonation appears to be typicaL
However, the acoustic analysis did DOt reveal that E.C. has staccato phonation which is
impressionistica1ly DOted by the SLP and author of this thesis. Furthermore, his voice
exhJ.bits vocal fry and vocal harshness which is also noted by the SLP and author of this
thesis.
4.0.1.2 Pitch
E.C.'s pitch is relatively low for a male since his average pitch vaJue is
approxiamtelylO7Hz as compared to 124Hz for a production of [a]. In conversational
speech, E.C.'s average pitch is approximately 109Hz, which is still relatively low for a
male. Overall, E.C.'s pitch is monotoned (see Graph 1.0).
4.1.2.3 Loudness
Unfortunately, intensity could not be accurately calculated quantitatively because
the setup protocol for measuring intensity was not followed. However, intensity was
recorded the same way for both E.C. and the typical male speaker. Therefore, in
comparing their quantitative values some infonnation can be gained. There was only a
4dB difference (x was 4dB louder thany) for the [a] production (Graphs 1.0 and 1.1) and
a SdB difference for the sentence production of 'the voice droned on and on' (Graphs 1.2
and 1.3).
Qualitatively, the typical male speaker appears to have more intensity peaks
(Graphs 1.4 and 1.5) and a more level intensity on each peak (Graphs 1.6 and 1.7).
Therefore, it appears that the typical male speaker tends to have more control over his
intensity level while E.C.'s intensity varies.
According to tbejudgement ofthe SLP and the author ofthis thesis, E.C. does not
appear to adjust his intensity appropriately depending on his speaking environment. This
means that E.C. might use the same intensity to talk to a person next to him as he would to
talk to a person across the room. Therefore. be illustrates monoloudness.
4.1.2.4 Rate
Rate is evaluated based on the time it takes E.C. and the typical male speaker to
produce the same sentence. (!be senteoce production task was chosen over the production
of[a] because in producing a sentence the speaker's natural rate is better demonstrated.
lncontrast. in the production of [a], the speaker can either produce the {a] till sIhe runs
out ofbreath or sIbe can cut it short, without completely using his/ber potential breath
stream. If the reader compares the time ofthe sentence productions in Graphs 1.2 and 1.3
or in Graphs 1.6 and 1.7, there is only a difference of three hundredths ofasecond or 30
milliseconds. Therefore, E.C.'s speech rate appears to be typical.
4.1.2.5 Continuity
E.C.'s speech continuity appears to be typical Based on the impressions of this
author upon listening to the tape, E.C. bas a natural continuous flow ofspeech. He does
not stop abruptly, pause atypically, or hesitate during speech production.
4.1.2.6 Rhythm
E.G's speech demonstrates poor rhythm because he bas a tendency to place equal
stress on every word (see examples in Appendix E). For example, in the sentence 'You
don't mean lQ. teo me tt!!I! after an this time yOu still hiven't finished!h!<. first page of that
repOrt'; E.C. places additional stress on the underlined words., 'to', 'that', and 'the'.
Therefore, his speech bas a tendency to sound unnatural.
4.0.2 Segmentals
E_C-'s articulation appears to be typical; his speech does not demonstrate any
articulation impairment (see transcriptions in Appendix D). This conclusion is supported
by comparing Graph 1.8, which displays E.C.'s formants of [a), and Graph 1.9 which
displays a typical male's formants. E.C.'s formant frequencies are positioned within a
typical range for an [aJ production.
4.1 Subject....t.C
A.C. has mixed dysarthria which is a resuh from her ALS. Her speech will be
divided into two areas for discussion, segmentals aDd suprasegmentals.
4.1.1 Suprasegmentals
The prosodic features ofthe suprasegmentals will be examined; specifically,
phonation, pitch, and stress of A.C. 's speech.
4.1.1.1 Phonation
Phonation fur A.c. will be discussed with respect to two areas, voice disorders of
phonation and voice disorders ofresonance. A.C. experiences phonation breaks (a voice
disorder ofpbonation)(see section 4.2.2). A.Co's voice may be reduced to a whisper, then
disappears, and then returns to nonna!. Moreover, AC. experiences dysphonia., which is
most likely a result ofher ALS (as noted by the SLP). AC. also displays hypemasality,
which is a voice disorder ofresonance. (This did not show up in any spectrograms,)
4.1.1.2 Pitch
AC. 's pitch is substantially low for a female since her average pitch value is
approxiamtelyl15Hz as compared to 212Hz for a typical female production of[a] (see
Graph 2.0). In conversational speech, A.C.'s average pitch ranges from approximately
169Hz to 173Hz; therefore, there appears to be a huge discrepancy between her speechin
isolation vs. her conversation (see Graphs 2.2 and 2.4). AJthougb A.C.'s pitch is still quite
.low for a female., her pitch is within the male range. It is important to note that her
production of [a] occurred during an exercise in the heginning oftherapy, whereas her
conversational speech sample was taken at the end oftberapy. The difference is that in
A.c.·s conversational speech her muscles are loose and relaxed since she has been working
them for at 1east the past halfhour. As a result, her muscles can manoeuver more regularly
and her speech production is at the best fOT her capability. Since ALS is a disease that
causes muscle deterioration, the key is to exercise the muscles regularly; then it will take a
longer time for the deterioration to occur. The above observations could explain why
A.C.'s pitch range is significantly higher in her conversational speech as opposed to in her
production of [a]. However, A.C.'s conversational speech is still monotone, since her
average pitch only varies approximately 4Hz (see Graphs 2.2 and 2.4).
4.U.3 Loudness
Unfortunately, intensity could not be accurately calculated quantitatively because
the setup protocol for measuring intensity was not followed. However, intensity was
recorded the same way for both AC. and the typical female speaker. Therefore, in
comparing their quantitative values some infonnation can be attained. There was only a
8dB difference for the [a] production (Graphs 2.6 and 2.7), no difference in dB for the
word production of 'cake' (Graphs 2.8 and 2.9), and a IdB difference for the sentence
production of'l will bake a cake' (see Graphs 3.0 and 3.1).
Qualitatively, the typical female speaker appears to have more intensity peaks
(Graphs 2.6 and 2.7) and a more level intensity (GTaphs 2.8 • 2.9, 3.0, and 3.1).
Therefore, it appears that the typical female speaker tends to have more control over her
intensity level as opposed to A.C., whose intensity varies.
4.1.1.4 Rate
Rate is evaluated based on the time it takes A C. and the typical female speaker to
produce the same sentence. Iftile reader compares the time ofthe sentence productions in
Graphs 2.4 and 2.5 or in GTaphs 3.0 and 3.1. there is only a difference ofapproximately
three tenths ofa second or 300 milliseconds. Therefore, AC.'s speech rate appears to be
typical.
4.1. 1.5 Continuity
AC.'s speech continuity appears to be typical Based on the observations of this
author, AC. has a natural, continuous flow ofspeech. She does not stop abruptly, pause
atypically, or hesitate during speech production.
However, the SLP notes that at times, AC.'s speech tends to be disrupted as ifshe
is focussing onjust producing one word at a time. However, ifA.C. is made aware ofthis,
she can correct the problem and produce fluent speech.
4.1.1.6 Rhythm
AC.'s speech demonstrates poor rhythm because she has a tendency to place stress
on every word (see examples in Appendix E). For example, in the sentence <I know I can
win'; AC. places too much stress on the both <I's. Therefore, her speech has a tendency to
sound unnatural
4.1.2 Segmenials
AC.'s articulation appears to be typical; her speech does not demoDStrate any
articulation impainnent (see transcriptions in Appendix D). This conclusion is supported
by comparing Gmph 32 which displays AC:s formants of [a] and Gmpb 3.3 which
displays 5 typical female's formants of [a]. AC.'s formant frequencies are within a typical
range for an [a] production. However, AC. 's formants appear to break up towards the
end ofberproduction; this is a result ofber phonation breaks (loss of voice).
4.:2SubjectLC
L.C. bas hypokinetic dysarthria whicb is a result ofher PD. Her speech will be
divided into two areas for discussion, segmentals and suprasegmentals.
4.2.1 Suprasegmenlau
The prosodic features ofthe suprasegmenta1s will be examined; specifically,
phonation and pitch ofL-C.'s speech.
4.2.1.1 Phonation
LC. has a reduced ability to sustain normal pbonation (see section 4.2.2). Her
voice also bas a tendency to be breathy, as noted by the SLP and the author ofthis thesis.
This might be the reason for the broken formants in Graph 4.2.
4.2.1.2 Pitch
L.C.'s pitch is substantially low for a female since her average pitch value is
approxiamteiy157Hz as compared. to 212Hz for an average production of [a] (see Graph
3.4). In conversational speech, L.C.'s average pitch is approximately 135Hz (see Graph
3.6); therefore, there appears to be a discrepancy between L.C.'s speech in isolation vs.
conversation. Although L.C.'s speech is still quite low for a female, in fuet. her speech
whether it be isolated or conversational is within the male range. It is important 10 note
that her production of [a] was after or part ofan exercise that included neck rolls, along
with the SLP massaging her muscles during the production, whereas, her conversational
speech included none of the above. The difference is that in L.C.'s production of [a] her
muscles are loose and relaxed. As a result. her muscles can manoeuver more regularly and
her speech production is at the best for her capability. This could explain why her pitch
range is higher in her production of [a] as opposed to in her conversational speech..
Nevertheless., L.C. still appears to have: a reduced pitch range in both productions, and she
also appears to use the same rote pitch pattern for all oCher speech.
4.2.1.3 Loudness
Intensity could not be accurately calculated quantitatively because the setup
protocol for measuring intensity was not foUowed. However, intensity was recorded the
same way for both L.C. and the typical female speaker. 1berefore, in comparing their
quantitative values some information can be attained. There was a 17dB difference for the
[a] productionofL.C. and the typical speaker (Graphs 3.8 and 3.9), but only a IdB
difference for their sentence productions (see Grnphs 4.0 and 4.1). The discrepancy noted
in the production of [a] might be due to L.C.'s poor synchronization ofexhalation and
speech production or due to her intermittent breathiness.
Qualitatively, the typical female speaker appears to have more intensity peaks
(Graphs 3.8 and 3.9) and a more level intensity (Graphs 4.0 and 4.1). Therefore, it
appears that the typical female speaker tends to have more control over her intensity leve~
as opposed to L.C. whose intensity shows more variation.
4.2.1.4 Rate
Rate is evaluated based on the time it takes L.C. and the typical female speaker to
produce the same sentence. ffthe reader compares the time of the sentence productions in
Graphs 3.6 and 3.7 or in Graphs 4.0 and 4.1, there is only a difference ofapproximately
two tenths ofa second or 200 milliseconds. 1berefore, L.C.·s speech rate appears to be
typical.
However, the SLP DOtes that L.C.'s speech rate can be quite fust at times. IfL.C.
is made aware ofthis, she can slow her speech down to a typical rate. L.C. Icnds to
increase her speech ratc in order to finish her sentence before she runs out ofbreatb. Her
adjustment in rate appears to be a conscious accommodation to her limitations of
exhalation.
4.2.1.5 Continuity
L.C.'s speech continuity appears to be typical. Based on the observations of this
author upon listening to the tape, L.C. has a natural, continuous flow of speech. She does
not stop abruptly, pause atypically, or hesitate during speech production.
4.2.1.6 Rhythm
L.C.'s rhythmic stress in conversational speech appears to be typical. For example,
in the sentence 'You don't mCan to tell me that after au this time yOu still hiven't finished
the first page oft.h3.t report'; L.C. does oot place any undue stress on function words such
as 'to' and'the'. Her speech has a natural rhythm.
4.2.2 Segmentals
L.C.'s articulation appears to be typical; ber speech does not demonstrate any
articulation impairment (see transcriptions in Appendix D). This conclusion is supported
by comparing Graph 4.2 which displays L.C.'s formants of [a] and Graph 4.3 which
displays the typical female's formants of [a). L.G's fonnant frequencies ace within a
typical range for an [a] production. However, L.C.'s formants appear to break up towards
the end of her production; this is a rcsuh ofher reduced ability to sustain normal
phonation..
4.3SummlUy
Each client displays the speech characteristics typical ofbislber dysarthric type.
E.C. portrays four ataxic dysarthric characteristics: He has a harsh and rough resonance
which results in the production ofa harsh voice. E.C. has staccato phonation, which is an
example ofpoor phonation. He displays poor vocal prosody, which is an extension of
poor intonation; and be demonstrates IIlOooloudncss. A.C. portrays three mixed dysarthric
characteristics: She is moderately to severely hypemasal A.C. exhibits severely
tremulous speech with many phonation breaks, which is an example of poor phonation.
Lastly, she displays an abnormal variation in pitch and is moootone<l. L.G portrays four
bypokinetic dysarthric cbaracteristics: She has a reduced ability to sustain normal
phonation, which is an example ofpoor phonation. L.C. bas a reduced pitch range.
Lastly, she displays poor vocal intensity, which is an example ofreduced volume control.
The table below descn'bes each client's speech characteristics identifying which
characteristics are a direct result ofhislher dysarthric type. The dysarthric types are
italicized along with the speech characteristics resulting from the dysarthria. Ifa speech
characteristic is in regular font, it is a more general result of the patient's disease but not a
symptom that is specific to speech.
Table 5.0 Soeech Characteristics ofEach Client
Patient Dysarthria Speech Characteristics
E.C.
AC.
L.c.
Ataxic
Mixed (Spastic and
Flaccid)
Hypokinetic
monoloudness
harsh/rough resonance
staccato phonation
lack of\local prosody
low pitch and vocal fry
reduced rhythm
moderate to severe
hypernasality
monotone
abnormal variation in
pitch. low strangled
sounding
severe tremulous tone with
phonation breaks
severe dysphonia (due to
ALS)
poor rhythm
reduced ability to sustain
normal phonation;
breathiness
reduced pitch range
poor pitch inflection
poor vocal intensity
poor synchronization of
exhalation and speech
production (due to PD)
The goal ofthis thesis is to provide a linguistic description of speech characteristics
for dysarthria.. To do so, this section will be divided mto two areas for discussion,
suprasegmentals and ~ta1s.
4.4.1 Suprasegmentals
The realization ofsuprasegmcntals reflect what is impaired in the source (the
larynx). Dysarthria results from a problem with the source of speech. There are prosodic
commonalities across dysartbric types, descnbed below.
4.4.1.1 Phonation
Each client has demonstrated abnonnal phonation: E.C. bas staccato pbonation.
AC. exhtbits phonation breaks and talks on residual air. L.C. cannot sustain normal
phonation; she has a difficult time coordinating exbaIation and speech production.
4.4.1.2Pirch
Perceptually, the source problem is identified as an abnormal pitch level and range.
Each clicnt's average pitch was lower thana typical speaker. The generally lowered
fundamental pitch might be attnbutable to tbe fact that 'stiffer' vocal folds present greater
resistance to subglottal air pressure, thus delaying the opening for each cycle of the
wavefonn. E.C.'s average pitch was relatively low for a male. Similarly, A.c. and L.C.'s
average pitch levels were in the typK:al male range, which was considerably low since they
are bolb females. Furthermore, E.C. and AC.'s pitch range was classified as montone
while L.C.'s pitch range was reduced.
4.4.2 Segmenrals
The realization of segmentals reflect what is impaired in the filter. According to
observations made earlier, there is little problem with the filter. Each client's dysarthric
speech with respect to segment timing, sequence, and articulation is typical. Since there
appears to be DO real segmental problems, the real communication breakdown appears (0
reside in. the fine motor control ofthe speech source which affects the suprasegmentals of
""""h.
The speech characteristics that are similar and different amongst the clients are
listed below in Table 6.0. In Table 6.0, pluses (+) and minuses (-) are used: a plus means
that the subject experieoces this abnormal characteristic/symptom, whereas, a minus means
that the subject is functioning typically. (Therefore, the subject does not experience the
symptom.)
poor rhythm
speech rate .3
continuity .4
NOles: + mcans tIUIt the palient'""l"CrienllC5 thcsymptom, whereas -means thal:thepaliem:doesnOlexperierw:es the
symptom.
I. indUs study, aniculationWIIS IOundtobc:witlUn a typiQl./ l'lllIiCofprodu<:tion fOral! diems. A.C. did havca few
""",<Is thalwcrc: voiocdinstc::adofvoiocless, fOrexample,/d/ lOrN anc:I Iv/ fOrfkJ. These voieingmon wen:: I'lOl
OlJn5is«:nl,tben:fore.itappeanasifthey~jU5l:.mistake..Scc:pagesI19andI20inAppendixD.
2. L.C.'s"icullltionW1lSalsotypiQl./. HOWCVCT,in section 2.1.3. misarticulations arc diSCllSSed for palient's with
PD. L.C. is in the carly SQIgeS ofPO and slleexercises her musclcs regulatly in spee<;h thc:rapy. InPDifLhemusclcs
~c:u:rciseclregull\I"lyitismorediffiaoltfortbemlOdetcriorate..Therdlft.L.C.'sarticuiationisyeltobeaffected.
3. Overall, LC.'s spoedl nueappcal'SlOlypicaJ. However.sltetendsloconsciouslyincn:asc:herspeechnuewlren
lhe fcelsshc is ru:nnin&OU1 ofair. AcalrdinglO Table 6.0. LC. has diffiwlry synclrtonUinghc:r exhalation and
specdl pro:.Iuaiort, which is due 10 PD. Thm:fore, Le. will adjustherspecch rate in orda" 10 lIoCO:lIlImOdate to her
PD.
4. OvcralI,A.C.'sspeecboonlilWiryappearslObelypica.l. At IlmCS $bc tends 10 havc disrupted speech as ifsite is
producin&c:adtwordinisoiation.~,ifA.C.ismadeconsciouslY·WBreofthis.shccanpro:.luoefluenl'peech.
As shown in Table 6.0, the three dysarthrics analyzed in tim study all share:
impairmeots ofthe source or supra..scgmemallevel In contrast, tbeydispJaycd no
difficulties at the filter or segmental leveL F"malJy, each dysarthric also displayed individual
suprasegmctnl iI:q>airments which~ due more to bisIber specific type ofdysarthric
impainne:nt or disease.
These observations both reinforce the validity of the linguistic dichotomy between
suprasegmentaJ and segmental levels (see section 1.1.2). NOD-linear phonology makes a
fundameotaI distinction between: units which are above the segments (such as stress feet
and syllables), which are linearly ordered vs. units which are below the segment (such as
features), which are unordered (i.e. pronounced at the same time within a given segment).
As sbowo in this thesis, the real locus ofthe impairmcot. in dysartbrics is at: the
suprasegmentaJleve1 (above the segment). Dysarthrics mainly have problems in their
realization ofthe 'scaffolding' ofspeccb; these observations have implications for
treatment, as discussed below.
4.511ffl1/iaJtitMs
Each client has demonstrated a source problem resulting in a supcasegmentaJ
impairment: cormnon across dysarthric types. Phonation and pitch appear to be the two
most prevalent problems. F"1I'5t, ifa person cannot phonate properly then sIhe can not
generate the type ofair stream necessary for proper speech. Second. ifa person does not
have the proper command of pitch level or range then the listener bas the burden of
deciphering the information, which the dysarthric speaker intended to convey. Both of
these suprasegmentals have implications for intelligibility. When phonation and/or pitch
isfan: impaim;I, there is a strain on communication interactiom because intelligibility has
lxcn"==<d.
Two universal problems for dysarthria have been idemtified above (phonation and
pitch). Implications for treatment are as follows. First. therapy should focus on
sourcc:lsuprasegmcntal problems since: therapy in this area will address the main problems
of intelligibility displayed by aUdysartbrics. Second, therapy does have real benefits such
as changing the realization ofpitch (see sections 4.1.1.2 and 4.2.1.2). The more the
speech muscles are exercised, the stronger they remain, and the more intelligible the client
stays. In this thesis, all three clients presented with some type dysarthria. yet their
intelligtbility remained high due to their dedication and moliv:::ation to their therapy.
Focusing on therapy at the suprascgmental level will give the· clients the greatest return for
their dedication.
The author wants to address that she bas probably ov.-erstated the discreteness of
the souroeIfiker distinction, as wen as the discttteness ofthe panillel waveformtspectrum.
and suprasegmeutaJlsegmental distinctions. In the antiseptic ""WOrk! ofacoustic physics the
source is completely independent ofthe filter, but in the real ~rld ofanat.omy and
physiology the larynx (source) and the pharynx (filter) are oo-t completely independent of
each other. This is because oftbc interconnections between Che laryngeal muscles and the
pharyngeal muscles, including those extra-lingua] muscles that move the root of the
tongue. For example. a horizontal tongue tremor indicated boy the varying second formant
(F2) of the subject A.C in Graph 3.2 might beacco~by a varying fimdamental (Q
beard as a tremulous voice. A study ofsuch source/filler intc:ractions would require at
least a Ph.D. thesis.
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AppeadiJ: A
Glossary
aerodyllamic tbe study ofair and otberga!ie5 in motion, foras setting thern intomOlion, and
resWtsofsuchmQtioo
(Nicolosi,elaI.,1989,p.4)
Amyotrophic: Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) otherwise known as Lou Gehrig's Disc:asc, is an upper and
lower motor neuron disorder
(Thomas. I993,p.90)
arterial relating to one or more arteries
(Thomas, 1993,p.IjO)
bulbar p111sy is a lower motor neuton dison:ler, Mlic:h results from: a lesion in the cell bodies
ofthe cnmial nerve, damage in the peripheral nerve fibers, or impaired
transmission across the myoneural junction
(Darley,etaL,I969,p.250)
chora is a mOlor disorder with quick, irreguJar, unsusained, random, and unpattemed
U10vemenlS
(Darley,etal., 1969, p. 260)
clavicular breathing breathing through lb.e use ofaccessatYmusc1c, such as the
stemocleidomestoid. which raises lb.e collarbone
dowastream vaMng die inability to close the airway and allow pressulll to build for speedl
production
(Mutdoch,elal.,1997,p.260)
dipiophonia vibration ofthe vmtricular folds simultaneously with the vocal folds whicll
produasa'~toned'voice
(NicoIOlli,elaI.,1989,p.284)
dysartbria is difficull and defecrive speech caused by muscle impainnenlS
(Thomas, 1993, p. 589)
dysdiadocbokillesis the inability 10 execute rapid repetitive movements of the articulators
(Thomas, 1993, p. 589)
dysmetricldysmetria inability to fix the range ofmovemenlS in a muscular activity
(Thomas, 1993. p. 592)
dyslollia is a movement disorder charadctiud bymuscle oomramons which build up
slowly, produce a prolonged disloncd posture. and dlen gradually subside
(Darley.elaI., 1969, p.259)
utrapyramidal system thcsystcnl outside the pyramidal tracts ofme central nervous system.
The functional system including all dc:scoding fibcfs arising in the cortical
and subeorticalmCXorcentersthai rcachthe medulla and spinal c:ordby
pathwaysolha-than recognized pyramidallracts. ThesystClIl is important
in the maintmance ofequilibritll11 and muscle tOlle.
(Thomas. I993,p.69S)
niter anarticula1oryfilterisasupra.laryngcalcavity~oscresonantfrequcncics
rcshapcthespccttumofanysourcetopnx!ucethespectra.lpeaks:commonly
Qlllcd foonants. The two main filters are Ihe nasal cavity and the oral cavity,
with tbc lauer often subdivided inlO the pharynx cavitybchind tbe longue and
thebuc:ca.lcavityabovcthelonguc.
(Paddock. personal ammunicalioo, 09108100)
flaccidity the mllSClcs arc relaxed and flabby; there is little muscle tone
(Darley,elm.,1969,p.2S0)
formants rcptCSC:ntairvibntioninthevocaltraelch~onthespectrogrambya
datkarcaindicatinghighintensityofagroupoffrequcncyoornponents.
Fonnants arc measured in lerms of frequency or Henz (Hz).
(Nicolasi,elaL, 1989,p. 108)
voeaVglottal fry synwpa!«l. voca.I fold vibration ~ich gencnlly OOCUlS over the lower part of
the pitch range: IISWIlly described as a bubbling. cnacking type oflaw-pitch
phonation
(Nicolosi,elal., 1989,p. 284)
gk»ttograpllic graph that me:a.surcs glottal flow
(Ramig&Orotney,I9%,p.199·g02)
hemorrhagic Ies~n bleeding due 10 an injury or wouod
(Thomas,I993,p.881)
hyperreflexia the mllSCles exhibit increased OOIItraaions and increased actions of the reflCl<cs
(Darley,eraJ., 1969, p. 2S2)
hypertonia (hypertonicity) is CXOCSl5 abnonnal muscular lcosion
(Thomas, 1993, p. 942)
hyporeflcDa
in&.rction
Inspiration
diminisbedfunctiOllsofthereflcxes
(Darley, eta/., 1969,p.2S0)
tUl occlusioo ofthe suppling artcry or a blockage
(Thomas, 1993, p. 982)
inbalation;drawingair inlOthelungs
(Thomas, L993, p. 9%)
iDteasity is the force, energy, power, or pressure aeting 10 produce the sound wave.
Intensity is measured in decibels (dB).
(Ni<:alosi,etal., 1999.p. 133)
ilIcbemk:rl!lCbemia lc!Iioa local and IeUlponty deficiency ofblood supply die to an obstruction of
the cim.Jlalioo due to an injury or wound
(Thomas, 1993. p. 1024)
kiaematic parameten with amplitude displacemeat the range ofUlotiOll once the
highest and lowest positiOtl5 are
=""'"
U.gual pertaining to the longue
(Nicolosi,elaL.1989.p.IS3)
myoelasticity pertaining to muscles and elastic tissue
(Thomas, 1993,p. 1263)
myoDeu,..1 juactioD endingofa nCI"YC in a muscle
(Thomas, 1993, p. 1265)
Dual admission air escaping thtough !be nasal cavity
aeurogeaic originating from nervous tissue
(Thomas, 1993,p.1299)
oral bolus a mass ofmasticated food read:ylo be $WlIliowed
(Thomas, 1993, p. 249)
orientated ability to comprehend and to adjusr ooeselfin an environment with regard 10
time. locatioo, and identity ofperwns
(Thomas, 1993, p. 1373)
paresis partial or incomp1ele para1~is
(Thomas, 1993, p. 1438)
Parkiason '5 disease (PO) is a movement disorder due to damage ofthe exmpyramidal system
(Oatley, et al., 1969, p. 257)
pho.ation break lossofvoioeasaesultofhysteria, growths,pan.1~is,d~,orovenJSeofthe
vocal folds (also known as dystonia and aphonia)
(Nicolosi,elaL.1989,p.2lW)
phoaatory-prosodic insllmcieacy incorporates the dimensioos ofmooopilch. monoloudness,
and harsh voice
(Kent, etal.• 1979, p. 628)
p'HOkJcy
pita
the seienoe oona:med with the produd;ion and pcnoeption ofspeech sounds
(Nicolosi. d aI., 1919, p. 200)
the study oClaD&\Ja&e's sound. S)5taD
(NicokJsi, ~t aI., 1919, P. 2(3)
is the 8OItme:ssofa tone, depmOerll on the frequency, intmsity, and. overtone:
oftbcve-l foWiYl~ Pitdl islOeuure5 li-equencyin Hcrtz{Hz:}.
(N"IOOI05l.dal., 1919,p.2(4)
men to the pc:riodic: limdamental pilC:b. wbOdi in speed! is <kUnnined by the
hqumcyofYlDruionofthevoea.l folds
(Drmes&Pinson, 1993,p.176)
awvcnc:ss ofpostUre._I, anddlangeS> in equilibrium and the
knowledge oflbe position., weighl, and resisuDce ofthe objeds in relation to
...-(ThOll1IS, 1993,p. 16(1)
based on f~ dimensions excess and equal strc:ss, prolonged pboncmes,
prolooged intervals, and slow rate
(Kent,~laI., 1979,p.628)
pse.dobulbar palsy is an upper motor neuron disorder, there is damage to the pyramidal system Uld
10 the extrapyramidal ~em
(Darley, eI aL, 1969, p. 2S2)
pYnllllklall)'Stem as)'Stem m the shapeofa p)ftlIIid
(TItOll'lu, 1993, p. 1650)
residulair volume orairremaining in thelllll&5 and airways at lhcendofllWlimllCll
.........
(NicoM)si.nal.,I989,p.227)
tbctwo soun:esoCspeec::b sotDdsareperiod.iclo'Clioe. theoormal SilIIIn:eof
_ts:andaperiodicnoise,theD<ll'tDal-.roeofYDicdc:ssobsm.lma. Nole
thatboth:lOUnlllSarec:ombined(oocursimuhaneously)invoioedobsrTuerla.
(PaddoeIr.peI'S(a)alCOllUDunicalioa,09J08IOO)
sped~III is a two dimensiOQaJ display of intensity IS a functi<ro of frequmc:y
(PaddocIt, personal c:omm~imion..,09/0IlOO)
spasticity iDcreasod torle or a:mtraetions ofmusc:lcs resulting m stiffor awkward
mowroerlts: th~ result ofaD uppel'mocorneuron lesion
(TItOll1IS, 1993,p. 1834)
stoH.P dUnltioa the time from the end ohooustic energy to the onset ofaooustic energy
associated with the articulatory release bum for the following sound
(Caru$o4 Burtan.1987, p.ll)
HpruqmeDtak cheprosodic:fe:atur'mofab:nguaee.sucb.asstrcss., inIMation.dun.tian,WId
"'-(Nico&aJi.~'aL. 1919, p. 2S6)
veloplaaryDCea1 port the openina oflbe soft palate
(Tbocnas. t99J.p.2111)
is.araphic~tmoool._veiUU$UatiDaitspattemofintalsity.
amplitude. or presunl at any momalt
(Nic:oIosi.~,aJ.• 19S9.p.290)
is.t\oOOdimensionaJdispla.yofin~as.fimc:tionoftime
(Paddock. penon.al a:mmllllif:ation. 09/0IlOO)
Appendix B
IPASymbols
This chan representS [PA symbols along with their corresponding English letter and a
sample word illustrating the sound in question.
IPASymbols
og
th
th
Wonls
pen
bed
10
dog
oat
got
001
thin
the
'" ""'"
, ch chatt
o.
""mde
like
IPASymbols English Letters
..... '"
,y
ej
a,ai
.j
o,a. i, e
o,ou
00,11,0
00,011, U
o,oa
,j o,oi
0,.
er, W", if
Wonh
bate
aod
up
,"und
about
to, you
do
look
go
cloth
00, or, ar butter
Edwards, H. (1992). ApplIed Phonehcs. The sounds ofAmeTlcon Eng/lsh. San OtegO,
California: SinguJar Publishing Group, Inc.
Appendix C
Release Form
Release Fo...
Participant's Name: _
I give consent that any information in my file, such as background information, diagnostic
assessment results and therapy intervention techniques, may be utilized.
I have been advised:
I UDdcrstand that all infonoation provided will be kept strictly confidential and that
my ideutity will ooly be known to the present researcher. In the research my name
will be ahctcd to protect my anonymity.
I understand that the therapy sessions might be tape-recorded. These tapes will
only be accesSlDlc to the present n:scarcber and bcr supervisor. These tapes will be
stored in a k>ckod, fire prooCbox in the researcher's home. The researcher is the
ooly person accesst"ble to the key for this box..
I grant permission to use any pertinent wonnation for your cum::nt research,
which will result in a published or unpublished thesis.
I also understand that my participation is voluntary and I may withdraw from the
research at any time..
Participant's Signarme: _
Date:, _
Interviewer: _
AppeDdis D
Data Transcription
Transcription format is adopted from DuBois, Cumming, Schwetze-Cobum. & Paolino
(1992).
Client: E.C.
Background Information: E.C. presents with ataxic dysarthria. His vocal characteristics
consists oflow pitch and vocal fry, monoloudness, harshfrough resonance, reduced
rbytlun, staccato phonation., and lack ofvocal prosody.
Data:
Rainbow Passage
When the sunlight strikes raindrops in the air, they act like a white light and form. a
[wh&n &I Sllnlajt stlaJKs JejodJAps m tI... eJ okj ~kt laJk" wajt \ajt znd funn"
rainbow. The rainbow is a division ofwbite light into many beautiful colors.
Jejnbow &I Jejnbow IS " d IV J3IIll "V wajt iajt mtuw tnII.lIij bjuwtIful ktJa-s
These take the shape ofa long round arch, with its path right above and its
oijz tejk &. Iejp "V" b) JAwnd Nf WIG rts pae9 JAjt "bAv acnd rts
two ends apparently beyond the horizon.
tjuw £ndz "pejml.tlij bijAnd at. h::lJajZAD.]
These take the shape oia long round arch, with its path right above and its
[tlijz tejk &. fejp "V" 1:llJ JAwnd AJtf Wl9 rts pzEl JAjt ...bAv acnd Its
two ends apparently beyond the horizon. 1bere is according to legend a boiling
12 tjuw £ndz "pejml.tlij bijAnd &I h::I.ajZAD. OCJ IS I\bJdn:l tuw If:gMd A bojinJ
13 pot of gold at one end. People look but no one ever finds it. When a man looks
pAt ...v gowld act WAIl End pijpel 10k ""'t no WAIl &V&- fajns It wh&n" maen loks
for something beyond his reach his friends say be is looking for the pot
fuJ SflIll9lJ.l bijAnd lns sijf lns frijen..1us fa:nds sej hij IS lokD;, fuJ~" p"t
of gold at the end ofthe rainbow.
"vgowld"tat. £00 "V at.Jejnbow]
19 When the sunlight strikes raindrops in the air, they act like a white light and form. a
20 [wh&n &I SADlajt stJajks JejodJAps m ~ eJ ooj ~kt lajk" wajt !ajt znd fum "
21 rainbow. The rainbow is a division of white light into many beautiful colors.
22 Jejnbow &I Jejnbow IS f\ d IV J3IIllMwajt !ajt mtuw nwlij bjuwtrful kAI&S
23 These take the shape ofa long round arch, with its path right above and its
tlijz tejk at. fejp f\V f\ b) JAwnd A.JI:f WIG ItS pae9 JAjt f\bAv zOO Its
two ends apparently beyond the horizon. There is according to legend a boiling
tjuw &ndz f\pej.antlij bijAnd &I b::uajzM OOJ IS Ak::lJdn:l tuw 1&gMld f\ oojinJ
pot ofgold at one end. People look but DO one ever finds it. When a man iools
pAt f\V gowld ct WAD End pijpel 10k bht DO WAIl EV& fajas It wh&n f\ mzn leks
2:9 for something beyond his reach his friends say be is kJoking for the pot ofgold at
JO OJ SNJ19nJ bijADd bIs Jijf hIs fJtnds sej bij IS lob] fuJ 6A. pll.t AV gowld At
the end ofthe rainbow.
6A. cnd AVa.....ejnboW]
Wbc:n the sunlight strikes raiodrops in the air. they act l.ik:e a white light and fonn a
14 (wbEn6A. SAnlajt stl3.jksJtj~ m6A. eJ ~ a:r.lajkA wajt lajt z.ndf.um.A
)j rainbow. Tbcraiobowisadivisionofwbiteligbtintomanybcautifulcolors.
:J6 Jejnbow a.... .ejnbow 15 Ad IV t3Ml Aiwajt lajt mIUW nwlij bjuwtIful bJa.s
17 These take the shape ofa long round arch. with its path right above and its
31 oijz tejk: M fejp AVA bg JAWDd A.Af Wl6 nspee JAjt ~V znd rts
19 two ends apparently beyond the horizon. There is according to legend a boiling
<to tjuw cndz Apej.m:l1lij bijAod 0.... IxuajZAn 0eJ t:5 AbJdJJ:J tuw lEgADd A boj1D:J
4. pot of gold at one end. People look but DO one ever finds it. When a man looks
4~ pII.t Aigowld et WI\J1 end pijpel 10k bAt DO WAQ tva- 6ljns n when Amzn !oks
43 for something beyond his reach his fiieDds say he is looking for the pot ofgold at
fuJ SAm9tg bijAnd hrs .rijf hIs fJt:nds sej hij 15 lokD:J f:lJ OA PAt AV gowld At
the end ofthe rainbow.
OJ\. eOO AV6A..ejnbow]
41 The actual primary rainbow observed is said to be the affect of4' [a.... zkfuwI pJajmeJij Jtjnbow Absa-vd 15 sed tuw bij 6A AfiJa /If4' superposition ofanwnberofbows. lftberedoftbe9CCOndbow talls
SUwp9'pAZIJAD. AV A~ Af bows rf6A .Jtd AV 6A scbn bow bls
upon the green ofthe first, the resuh is to give a bow with an abnormally
ApaD. a.... gJijn AV a,. fa-st 6A JijsAh IS tuw grv A bow Wt9 leD zbmJmAlij
wide yellow baDd.
wajd plow blend]
If the red ofthe second bow falls upon the green oftbc first, the resuh is to
56 [na,. AX! AV at.. sclan bow E:tIs ApaD a,. gJijn AV Or.\ fe>s[ OA J!js.oJt IStuw
57 give a bow with an aboormally wide yellow I:Bnd. siDce red aDd green
Sf: grv A bow wtEI .en clxnmAlij wajd plow bImd sms Jed znd gJijn
j9 lights when mixed form ~lIow_
60 lajts wbEn mIla f.um.jelow]
61 lfthe red of the second bow falls upon the green ofthe first, the result is
6.2 [tf6A.ad AV 6A. sclan bow bIs ApaD a.... gJijn AV6A. fa.st at. J:ijSA1tu
63 to give a bow with an abnormally wide yellow band, since red and green
64 tuw g:tv A bow WIS en cbn::unwij wajd jelow bend sms Jed zOO grijn
6S lights when mixed form yeUow. This is a very common type of bow, one
66 lajts wh£n mIla f:),lmjelow I) IS IS A venj kanwl tajp "V bow WAIl
showing mainly red and yeUow with little or DO green or bluc.
foWIIJ mejnlij Jtd znd jalow WI6 ht1 :)J DOW gJijn :u bluw]
Voca1 Variety Sentences
69 Music may soothe or cxcite thc mind and heart or even lull one to sleep.
70 [muwskmej sue OJ&ksat oll.majodzndhaJt :)Jijvm WW1I.l1tuwslijp]
71 Music may soothe or excite the mind and heart or even lull one to sleep.
72 [muwsk mej sue :)J &ksat Oil. majnd znd baJt OJ ijvm W W1I.l1 wW slijp]
Music may soothe or excite the mind and heart or even lull one to sleep.
{muwskmej sue :utksat t'lAmajndzndhaJt :»ijvm. WW1I.l1wwslijp]
7,- The voice droned on and on as time passed intermittently until the lecture
16 [t'lII. V:ljs dJII.lld an znd an lieS tajm pzst mt&mrtmtJij 1I.l1trl 01\ l&kt&
11 was finally over and I was out oftbere like a shot.
71 WAS fajnrJij owv& lend aj WAS I\wt I\V c'leJ lajk II fat]
The voice droned on and on as time passed intermittently until the lecture
10 {t'lII. V:ljs dw1d an znd an zs tajm pzst mt&mrtmtlij 1I.Dtii all Itkt&
II was finally over and I was out of there like a shot.
wlI$filjnrJijoWV8'zndajwASllwtllv c'leJ lajkll. fat]
The voice dro~ on and on as time passed intermittently until the lecture
{OIl. V:ljs dw1d an lend an lICS tajrn patst mt&mrtmtlij 1I.l1tt1 01\ I&kt&
15 was finally over and I was out ofthere like a shot.
16 WAS filjnrJij owv& znd aj WAS II.wt "V c'leJ lajk II fat]
17 I just don't have time to stay DOW but I suppose I could give you a
II raj dy.st downt N:V tajm tuw stcj DIo.W bAt aj SllPOWS aj ked grv juw 1\
19 minute but that's all.
mmrt tw: Ozts :)1]
91 I just don't have time to stay now but I suppose I could give you a
92 raj dy.st downt N:V tajm tuw stej llIo.W b.o.t aj SllpoWS aj ked gtV juw II
9J minute but that's all
94 mmrt b.\t Ozts 01]
I just don't have time to stay now but I suppose I could give you a
raj dy.st downt ~v tajm tuw stej llIo.W bAt aj SIIJ>Ows aj ked grv juw "
minute but that's all
mmrt b.\t Ozts :)1]
I just don't have time to stay DOW but I suppose I could give you a
[ajdylstdownthaevtajmtuwstejl1l\wbAtajSApowsajkod g:rvjuw A
minute but that's all
mmn bAt ~ts :>1]
Illl I just don't have time to stay DOW but I suppose I could give you a
104 raj d3i\st downt haw tajm tuw stej MW hr.l aj SApoWS aj kod grv juw A
IO! minute but that's all
106 mmn bAt &Ilts :>1]
1117 Don't make a sound tip toe quietly and maybe we won't wake anyone.
IDS [downt mejk A S/l.wnd uptow lcwajtlij ~nd mejbij wij wownt wejk CnijwlUl]
109 Don't make a sound tip toe quietly and maybe we won't wake anyone.
ilO [downt mejk A S/l.wnd uptow kwajilij aend mejbij wij wownt wejk cnijWAll]
III Doo't make a sound tip toe quietly and maybe we won't wake anyone.
112 [downt mcjk A S/l.wnd uptow kwajtlij aend Dlejbij wij wownt wejk cnijwlUl]
I1J Don't make a sound tip toe quietly and maybe we won't wake anyone.
114 [downtmejk ASAwnd uptowkwajtlijlCoornejbijwijwowntwejk cnijWAll]
II! Don't make a sound tip toe quietly and maybe we won't wake anyone.
116 [downtmejk A SAwnd tIptowkwajtlij znd mejbij wij WOWDt wejk cnijWAD]
Don't make a sound tip toe quietly and maybe we woo't wake anyODe.
[downt mejk A S/l.wnd uptow kwajilij ~nd mejbij wij wownt wejk CnijwlUl]
119 You don't meanto tellmethatafterallthistimeyoustillhaven'tfinisbed
120 [juw downt mijn tuw tel mij &let zftlt-:l1 Ots tajm juw strl hzvmt fuufd
111 the first page ofthat repon.
III WI. fa..st pejg AV 6zc Jijp;:lJt]
You don't mean to tell me that after all this time you still haven't finished
[juw downt mijn tuw td mij &l=t ~ftlt-:)I 6lS tajm juw strl hzvmt 6mId
125 the first page ofthat repon.
126 6A fa.stpejg AV 6aelJijp:lJt]
Client: A.C
Background Information: AC. presents with mixed (spastic and flaccid) dysarthria. Her
vocal characteristics consist ofmoderate to severe bypemasality, monotone, abnormal
variation in pitch (low strangled sounding), severe tremulous tone with phonation breaks,
severe dysphonia (Joss ofvoice), and poor rhythm.
Data:
(k) Words and Sentences
127 <yawn>cat cat the cat wants to go out wants to
12. (gIkret) (kI.et] [00\ kzt WllJlts row gow ,•.wt} [WlII1ts tuw)
129 the eat wants to go out
130 [iM. k:etwlIJltsrowgow"wt)
cake r will bake a cake
m [gIkejk] [aj wrl bejk " kejk]
113 I will bake bake make
I~ raj Wl1 bejk] [bejk) (mejk]
135 bake I will bake a cake
U6 (bejk] raj wrl bejk II kejk]
lJ7 coal put the coal on the fire fire
13B (kowl] (pot 011 kowl/ID ll" faja-] (faja-)
m cob give the cob to the animals give the
(kab] [grv 611. kab tuw ll" zmmals] (grv ~,,)
give the cob to the animaJs cob cob cup cop cob
(grv M kab tuw 611. lImnnals} (kab] (kab][kA.p] [kap](kab]
have some com have some corn <yawn> have some com
(hz:v:wn bm.] [hzv:wn 10m) (hz:v :wn kom)
have some com have some corn
146 {hz:v SIdD bm] (hzv So\IJl 10m)
147 Will you have some com? Will you have some com?
14' [wrljuw MV SIIJll 10m] {WIljuw lu::v SIdD bm]
put the acorn on the pumpkin pumpkin
[eJKom] (ejk:>m) [pot M ejk:>m lID 611. pllltlkm] (bIpt.mkm]
<yawn>on the pumpkin put the acorn on the pumpkin
In {I\D~" pIIDlkm] {pot M ejk:)m I\D 611. p.unkm]
In became I became a queen I became a queen
1S4 [bi,j"kejrn] (aj bi.jkejm "kwijn] raj bu"kejm "kwijn)
IS! because I took the com because I wanted it
IS6 fbijlu.z} raj tok: 011 bm bijhz a,j" wantEd It]
IS? I took the com I took the com because I wanted it
IS' {aj tok 0" b,m} raj tok '"' hm bijhz aj wantEd It]
U9 I took the corn becuse [wanted it
160 raj tok (1/\ koJl1 bijkl\z aj want£d tt)
161 bookcase put the book in the bookcase
162 [hok kejs} [pot 611. hok m ~/\ hok kejs]
163 making making [am making a pie apple
[mejlag] [mejlar.lJ raj zm mejkn:J /\ paJl [EpeIJ
165 second I am the second one
166 [sek.o.nd] raj zm 611. s£kI\nd WIlD]
167 hike let's go for a hike
161 [baikJ [kts gow fuJ /\ hajk]
169 cheek touch the touch the cheek touch touch the cheek
170 [fijk] [d1Wf 611.] [tI\f ~/\ fijk] [Wf] [tI\f Oh fijk]
171 bike bike Dick rode aD the bike bike bike
172 [m.nfbajk] [m,n/bajk) [d Ik.lOwd lID o3A bajkl [bajk} [bajk]
17l Dick rode on the bike Dick Dick Nick Mick tick tick Dick
174 [d lkJowd lID a... bajk] [dIk] [dtk] [mk] [nuk] [ktkJ[uk] [dtk]
175 pick I will pick you I will pick you
176 [p Ik] raj wrl prlc.juw] raj WIl pIkjuw]
177 sock bang up the sock hang up the sock
171 [sakI [bej!l"'P "" sakI [be.ro /\P"" sakI
179 hang up the<yawn> hang up the sock
110 (hejlJ Ap<:lA] [hejlJ IIpOh sakI
III lake lake let's go to the lake
112 [leJlcJ [lejk] [It15 gow tuw OIl. ieJlc]
III cabinet put the ball in the cabinet
114 [bbmt:t] [pot<:lAbol mOIl. kzblDEt]
115 carnival let's go to the carnival
[kamrvol] [1&15 gow tuW (III kaJmval]
117 Kentucky Kentucky is a long way
III [bntl\kij] [kenWcij 15 /\ btl wej]
119 book keeper book keeper book keeper the book keeper will do it
190 [bek kijpao-J [hok kip] [bek kijpao-] [OIl. bok kijpa- wrl duw tt]
191 will do it will do it will will will do it
192 [wrl duw ttJ [wrl duw tt] [wrlJ [wrl] [wrl duw tt]
19l economy economy ecooomy the economy is run down
194 [ijkAnowmijJ [ijlwlOwmij] [ijlu.nowmij] [611 ijbnowmij ~S JeD dAwn]
195 the economy is run down
196 [<:lA i'JwJowmijISJ9IldAwn]
197 America America is a free country
191 [AmejJke] [l'dl1ejJka IS A fsij kllDtJij)
199 arithmetic arithmetic do do your aritlunetic
[AJl8mAukJ [lIJI9mI\uk] [duw duw j::u 1>..II9mt.ttk]
201 overlook over look overlook overlook
202 [owva-Ick] [owva-Ick] [owva-Ick) [owva-!.ck)
2(lJ let's go to the overlook
~ [1&15 gow tuw llA owva-lckJ
205 epidemic epidemic there is an epidemic
206 [tpll.(h:nuk] [epN:l.r:nnk] [oe.. IS zn tPAdtnnk]
201 there is an epidemic ofchicken poxes ofchicken poxes
201 [oe.. IS zn tIJNitnuk AV fIlan paks] [AV frkcn paks]
209 there is an epidemic ofchicken poxes
210 [okJ IS zotpAd&nukAV fwn paksI
[w] Words, Phrases, and Sentences
211 win can win I know I can win
212 [wm] [ken wm] raj now aj kaen wm]
way way new way she drove a new way
m [WCJl [wej] [nuwwe:Jl U"g dJowv"nuwwcJl
21S wood made of wood the box is made ofwood
216 [wtld] [mzd AV wtId] [OJ\. baks IS mzd AV wed]
217 the box <yawWthe box is made of wood
211 [01\. baks] [0" bales IS ma:d "V wtId]
219 wine drink wine I like to drink red wine
220 [wajn] [dnnk: wajnJ raj Iajk tuw d.Jmk.ltd wajn)
walk for a walk lets go for a walk
112 [~k] [frUA w::>k] [lttsgOWfuJA ~k)
llJ woe feel woe I feel woe
(wow) [fiji wow] (aj fijI wow]
Qienf: L.C.
BockgroWJd Information: LC. presents with hypolr:ioetic dysarthria.. Her vocal
characteristics conmts ofbrealhiocss. reduced pitch range, poor pitch inflection, reduced
ability to sustain phonation, poor vocal intc:nsity. poor synchroni23tion ofexhalation and
speech production.
Dolo:
DistiDguishffifrom[w]
:us yet-~ yacht-watt
U6 (jtt-WEt] (jAt-WAl]
:m yaks-wax yaks
m [jaks-wo:kj£j.b]
:w yeD-weD yiekl.-wield
DO [jijl-WEI] [jijld-wijld]
[w] Words
131 walk want was
1JZ ['W:)k] [want] [Wf\S]
".Je-whalo
[jzl-wzl]
",."'"
(jijs-wu]
ye-~
[jij-wi.Jl
you'd-wooed
[juwd-wuwd]
yawl-wall
[p1-w:>1]
Wax the car.
[wzk&ll. W}
Is the wind blowing?
[ISo,.. wmdblowo]
'"
'"
[w] Words in Senteoces
133 1 went for a walk. I want to go to the dance. I was oot there.
1J4 [ajWt:ntf.u,,~k] (ajwant tuwgowtuw 611 dzns] [ajwf\SDat 6eJ]
13S I like warm water. I like warm water.
no: raj Iajk W:UID ~t..] raj Iajk w:um ~ta-]
Which is the way to go? Which is the way to go?
[WIf BOA wejtuwgow] [WIf rs6A wejtuwgow]
We are not going? It iswcllto do wcu.
[wijaJ natgowo] [rtlS\V&ltuwduwwtl]
We wen! to the store. We were there.
[wijWt:DltuW6ASbJ] [wij ....... 6eJ)
Wash the car. Wax the car. Wash the car.
(waf 6A Iw] (W&1.: OA kaJ) [waf &II. kaJ]
Weed the garden. The wind was to bard.
[wijd 6A gA.d&n] [611 wmdWIISlUWluud]
Do you wish 10 go to the store?
[dow juw Wlf tuw gow tuw M. SbJ]
With what do you want to do that with? 1 woo the prize.
[wt9 wAt dow juw wAnt tuw dow 6zt Wl9] raj WIlD. 011 pJajz)
The word was wrong. Do not work SO hard.
[0/\ W8'd W"3 w.lll.tll [duw I1IIt WH: sOW hAJd]
~,
'"
[w]Clusters
twleve twice twig twin twist
[twAlvJ(twajs] [twIg} [twin] [twIst}
quest quick quiet quell
[kw<"][kwrl<] [kw<jt] [kwrl]
257 sweep swim swell swear swan
25. [swijpJ(swun] [swAl] [sweJ] [swan]
259 squeak squat square squint squall
260 [slcwijk][skwatJ[slcweJ][skwmt][skw:ll]
[w] Sentences
261 Wi1lie is going to wash the windows. wash the windows.
262 [wrlij..wrlij IS goWl] tuw wzI6t. wmdows... wa:I6t. wmdows]
26) Wtllie Wtllie is going to wash the windows.
[wI1ij..wI1ij IS goWl] tuw wzI &-. wmdows]
265 Willie is going to wash the windows.
266 [wrlij..WIlij IS goWl] tuw wzI &-. wmdows]
267 Willie is going to wash the windows.
[wrlij..wrlij IS goWl] tuwwzI&-.wmdows]
269 Wdlie is going to wash the windows.
270 [wrlij..wrlij IS goWl] tuw wzI6I. wmdows]
271 Willie is going to wash the windows.
272 [wrlij..wilijIS gOWl]tuwwzI&-.wmdows]
I wish Mary would wake up. I wish Mary would wake up.
raj WII II1e.l wed wejk lip] raj WII meJ wed wejk I\.p]
m I wish Mazy would wake up. I wish Mary would wake up.
276 raj WII meJ wed wejk IIp][aj WII II1e.l wed wejk I\.p]
277 I wish Mary would wakeup.
271 (aj WII meJ wod wejk I\.p]
279 Do not walk in the woods; they are wet. Do not walk in the woods; they are
210 [duw OI\.t w:lK mOIl. wuds; oej aJ wtt][duw Mt w:>k m &-. wods; oej aJ
211 wet. Do not walk: in the woods; they are wet. Do not walk in the woods; they
212 ~t] [duW8IItw:>k mOIl. weds; oej aJ wct][duw8lltw:>k m~l\.wtlds; !lej
213 are wet.
214 aJ wet]
285 We are going away this winter. We are going away this winter. We are really
216 (wijaJgoWDj I\.wej OISwmte-) (wijaJgoWD} ...wej 6Iswmte-] [wijaJ Jijlij
217 going away this winter. Weare going away tbis winter. We are going away this
211 goWD} I\.wej ....15 wmta-J [wij aJ gOWD) ...wej OlS wmte-] [wij aJ gOWD) ....wej 6IS
219 winter.
~ wmta-j
291 We can win without a reward. We can win without a reward.
292 [wij kaen wm Wl9Awt A Jijw:>Jd] [wij ~n wm WI9Awt A Jij~Jd]
I wish be would watch his words. I wish be would watch his words.
[ajWIJ hijwod wAf tusw&ds] [ajWIf bijwod WAif bIswa-ds]
295 He awakened at once and went to the well for water. He awakened at once and
296 [hij wejkmd a:t WAIlS a:nd wem tuw~ WEI f:u ~ta-] [hij wejkmd a::t WAIlS a::nd
297 went to the well for water. He awakened at once and went to the well for water
291 WEnt tuw OJ\. wEI fuJ wata-] [hij wejland a:t WAIlS a::nd WEnt tuw OA wt:l fu ~ta-
299 water
JOO wot&]
WIShing for wealth is one way to waste time unwisely. WIShing for wealth
[WIJD} fuJ wt:le ISWAIlwejtuwwejsttajmAIlwajslij] [WIID} fuJ WE:le
303 wishing for wealth is ODe way to waste time unwisely. WIShing your wishing for
304 WIJD} bJ wtle IswAIlwej tuwwejsttajmAIlwajslij] [WIIllJ FU WIflJ] fuJ
305 wealth is ODe way to waste time unwisely. WIShing for wealth is one way to
306 W&Ie IS WAIl wcj tuw wejst tajm ADwajslij] [W1JIIJ fuJ W&le IS WI\Jl wcj tuw
307 waste time unwisely.
301 wejsttajmAllWlljslij]
Distinguish[]from[h]
309 eatAlcat ate-bate
310 [ijt-hijt] [ejt-heit]
]11 ear-bear ear-hear
]12 [iJ-hiJ] [iJ-bU]
313 owl-bowl owl-howl
[awl-bawl] [awl-bawl]
ill-hill it-bit
[rl-brl] [tt-bn]
ear-bear air-hair
[iJ..bU] [e.l-heJ]
am-ham odd-bod
[a::m-haem] [o\d-bAd]
eel-heel
[ijI-mjl]
air-hair
[erbeJ]
ease-he's
[ijs-bijs]
ire-hire
lap-hajJ]
[I] Words, Phrases, and Sentences
3lS Love, in love, Larry's in love. Love. in love, Larry's in love.
316 [Lw m lAv lerijs m iAv] [Lw m Lw ieJ:ijs m iAv]
] 17 Laugh, make me laugh, Larry can make me laugh..
]11 [lad mejk mij lzf Ie.rijs kaen mcjk mij Izf]
]19 League, little league, league, tittle league, she plays in little league.
[lijg lrtal )jjg Iijg lrtal Iijg Jij plejs m Irtal Iijg]
1lI Loose, feels loose, my pants feel loose.
]22 [luws fijls luws maj pznts fijlluws}
:w Light, light sweater, t4Jce a Iigbt sweater.
ll4 [W. IN: $WEt. tejk,,!At $WEt8-]
l2S LigbI:, light: sweater, take a light sweater.
:wi [W:!At swr.;ta- tejk" IN: SWEt~]
ll7 Lap, on my lap, the eat is on my lap.
l2I (12p AD maj l2p bA Iczt IS All maj Izp]
Questions vs. Sentences
:m How bow big is the lion?! How big is the lion?! The lion is huge._
llO [hAwhAw mglSbA Iajen][bA.w bIgZSbA 1a~][&A lajanuhuwg]
1lI Let's look at the lion.\ How big is the lion?! How big is the lion?!
m [lr:ts 10k et 4A Iajeo](hAw btg IS 6A Iajao][hAw big 1$ e... Iajeo]
III That lion is huge._ Let's look at that lion.\
l34 {OIl Iajan 1$ huwg](\£ts 10k ~t &I. lajan]
Do you know a Iawyer?! I am a lawyer.\ I don't know a Iawyer.\
{duw juw DOW "bje-] (aj em A bj&] {aj downt now" bj~]
Do you know a Iawyer?! Do you know a lawycr?! I am a lawyer.\
1lI [duw juw DOW "bje-] [duw juw now "bj9-] raj em" bj9-]
119 I don't know a Iawyer.\
raj downt DOW" bj9-]
341 How much is Iurnbcr?!. How much is lumber?! Lumber is very expensive.\
lG (bawOlAf lSJAmbe.] (bawDlAf ISIArnbe-} [lA.mI»-ts VCJ tkspmsrv]
34J I need a lot oflumber.\
l44 {ajnip AIAr...r!M:ll:le-]
Is tha1.surf8ce levet?! That surface is hardly Icvcl.\ We Deed a level surface.\
{lS 6fet sa-fis level] {6aet sa-fis IS haJdij kvel] {wij nijd" Itval sa-fis]
We need a level sutfac:e.\ We need a level surface.\
[wij nijd "ltvel sa-fis] [WI] nip "ltvel sa-fis]
349 Why are you so lazy?! I am. DOt Iazy.\ I feel lazy today.\
lJO [waj aJ juw sow IejziJl raj em DAt lejzijl raj fiji Jejzij tuwdej]
Why are you so lazy?! I am not Iazy.\ I feel lazy today.\
(waj aJ juw sow Iejzij1 (aj em QAt Iejzij] raj fiji Jejzij tuwdeJl
15l When do you get kmely?! I amlonely everyFridaynight.\
lS4 (wb£n duw juw get Iownlij] raj em k>wnlij eva-ij fJajdej najot]
m I get lonely ever now and then.\ When do you get lonely?!
J56 (aj get Jownlij eVlt'ij flaw.end Of:n] [wlu:n duw juw 8tt Iownlij)
:m I amlonelycvcry Fridaynigbt.\I amlonely every Fridaynigbt.\
l51 raj zm Iownlij tV&ij fajdej najat] raj zm Iownlij tV&ij fJajdej najat]
lS9 I get lonely every now and then.\
raj gtt lownlij tV&ij naw znd &n]
361 Did yoo buy any Iiqoor?! I never buy liquor.\ Liz bought the liquor.\
362 [dIdjuw baj tnij ltk.] raj n&V8" baj hk&-] [hz bot OA iIk&-]
J6J Can can you read the label?! I can't read the labe1.\ The label says size rwelve.\
~ [kzn kznjuw .rijd iSA Iejool] [ajkznt J ijd OA lejbel] [iSA lejbel s£z sajz lWtlv]
365 Can you can you read the labe!?! I can't read the label\
J66 [kznjuw kznjuw .rijd &. Iejbel] raj kzot J ijd is.-. Jejbel}
367 The label says size rwelve.\
361 (iSA Iejbel s£z sajz twtlv]
Vocal Variability
J69 Music may soothe or excite the mind and heart or even lull one to sleep.
)70 [muwsk mej suB ::u tksat bA majnd z:nd Iwt ::)J ijvm. W WAn tow slijp]
371 Music may soothe or excite the mind and heart .. mind and beart or even loll one
m (muwsk mej sue ::u t:kset bA majod z:nd bart majnd znd baJt :)J ijvm W WAIl
m tosJeep.
tuwslijp]
m Music may soothe or excite the mind and heart or even lull one to sleep.
l16 [muwsk mej sue :ll t:ksat &I. majnd znd haJt. :lJ ijvm. W WAD tuw slijp]
J77 Music may soothe or excite the mind and heart or even lull one to sleep.
l71 [muwsk mej sue :ll tksat 6A majnd znd hwt :lJ ijvm. W WAD tuw slijp]
J79 Music.. music may soothe or excite the mind and heart or even lull one to sleep.
llO [muwskmuwskmej suB :lJtksat 6Amajodzndba.rt :lJijvm WWAnfUwslijp]
III The voice droned on and on as time passed intermittently until the lecture was
ll2 [liA v:>js dJ,.,nd an z:nd an z:S tajm pest mt8'lDItmtlij ADtI! 01. Itkt&- WAS
JI) finally over and I was out ofthere like a shot.
la.. filjDAlijowva-z:ndajWAS AwtAV OCJ lajkA fat]
ll5 The voice droned on and on as time passed intermittently until the lecture was
ll6 [lIA v:>js d.wld an znd an zs tajm pz:st mtitil1Itmtlij Anul 01. ltkt&- WAS
ll7 finally over and I was out ofthere like a shot.
lD fitjDAlij OWV8' cnd aj WAS ....wt AV lieJ lajk .... fat]
)19 I just don't have time to stay DOW, but I suppose I could give you a
)90 [aj dyIst downt bey tajm tL>w stej MW tw: aj SIIpOWS aj kod grv juw A
minute but that's all I just don't know
mmn lW. cZ:l$ :>1] [aj d3o'St downt DOW]
)9) I just doo't have time to stay DOW, but I 5UPpose I could give you a
19o1 [aj dy.st downt bey tajm tuw stej llo\.W tw: aj SIIpOws aj!cod grv juw "
minute but that's all
mmn bI'J: cZ:ts :>1]
Don't make a sound tiptoe quietly and maybe we won't wake anyone
m [downt mejk ASl\.wod optow kwajtlij lCl1d mejbij wij WOwn( weJK tru}wAll
'" up.
.. ",J
401 You don't mean to tell me that after all this time you still haven't finished
<!4Z Uuw downt mijn tuw ttl mij aaet :lIefta.:>1 "IS tajm juw sttr ~vmt fuuId
the first page of that repon.
M f.t..stpejg "V 6a:tJijp::m]
You don't mean to tell me that after all this time you still haven't finished
(juw downt mijn tuw tel mij aaet de-:>I "IS tajm juw SlIl b:lIevmt fimId
the first page ofthat repon.
M fa.stpejg "V aztJijp:m)
You don't mean to tell me that after all this time you still haven't finished
[juw downt mijn tuw tel mil O:lIet :lIefte-:>l "IS tajm juw SlIl b2vmt timId
the first page oftbat report.
lwI. fa.st pejg AV&etJijp:l.tJ
Appeadix E
Data on Rhythm
The transcribed data below illustrates the stress patterns for E.C. and AC. The analysts of
this data will provide information on the c1ieot's rhythm (see sectioos 4.0.1.6 and 4.1.1.6).
The uodc:riined words possess too much stress. (Function words such as 'the', 'a', and 'I',
etc. are usually unsttesse:d in conversation.)
Clienl; E.C.
Data:
Rainbow Passage
lOJ When the sUnlight strikes riiodrOps in the iir, they act like a white light and fOrm a
[whtn.A!1S11n1ajt stJajksJejndJ.o.psm~CJ kj acktlajkAwajt Iajt~f.lJmA
riinbOw. The riinbOw is a division ofwbite light into many bCautifill oolors.
..ejnbow ~ JejnbowlSAdIVIJI\DAvwajt lajt mtuwnwlijbjuwtIfulk,.oJc,.s
These tike the shipe ofa lOng round itch. with its pith right abOve and its
6ijz tejk ~ IeiP AVA bo .u.wnd AJlf wt9 rtspace.u.jt Abf\V .,nd ItS
JOlI twO ends appMentIY bey6mf the hOrizOn.
JIO tjuw cDdz.-.pejJmth} bij.\od ~ h:uajv.nJ
Vocal Variety Sentences
, MUsic miy sOothe or excite. the mind and heart or even bill one to slCep.
10 [muwskmej sue ~clcs&t ~majnd~baA: 2i ijvm WWAn~slijp)
I I The vOice drOned on and on as time pissed intermittentlY Until the lCctiire
12 IH v:ljs d.wKI an SIlI1 an!l:1 tajm pest mte-mnmtlij f\I1W ~ Idct~
1J was finally over and 1 was outofthCre like. a shOt.
wflSfajl1f\lijoW\l3-WajwflSf\wtf\V 6eJ Iajkf\fat]
IS 1 jUst: dOn't bBve time to stiy nOw but t sUppOse! cOuld give yOu a
16 (aj~downthacv tajm~stej Df\w~ajSf\POwsajkl:Jd gJV juw f\
minute but that's ill
mmrt M 6cts :)I]
" DOo't mike a sOund tip tOe quietlY and maybe we wOn't wilce inyOoc..
1O (downt mejk ASAwnd tIptow kwajtlij~ mejbij wij wownt wejk tnijWAn]
21 You dOn't mean to teU me that i.fter ill this time yOu still b3vin't tioisbed
2l [juw downt mi"JD~ ttl mij ~ .,ft~::I1 &s tajm juw std hzvmt timId
2J the first page ofth3t ripOn.
24 ~ fa.st pejg AV Orct Jijp:ut]
Client: A.C.
Data:
[k] Words and Sentences
25 bike I will bake a cake
26 (beJk] IJ!i wrl beJlc " keJk]
21 caal pUt the cOal on the fire tire
21 [kowl] [pot~ kowl M ~ faJ&] [faJa-]
became I becime a queen I beclme a queen
30 [biJlcejm] W bijkejm "kwijn] Uti biJkcjm "kwijn]
31 bCci.use I took the cam bCc3usc I wanted it
32 [biJkAz] Wtok ~ k::un bijk.o.z !i want&d It]
cabinet put the bill in the cilbinet
301 [bbml:t] (pot m bol m~ kzlmu:t]
35 c8.mivaI let's g6 to the eimival
[ka.mIval] [1&ts gow tuw ~ kamrvalJ
KentUckY KentUckY is a 16ng way
3' [kf:otAkij) {bntIJciJ lS" bu WCJl
[w] Words. Phrases. and Sentences
39 win can win I Im6w I c3.n win
40 {wm] {kamwm] Ii!i now !ikznwm]
way way new way she drOve a new way
[wej] [weJl [nuw weJ] Wi dJowv 1\ nuw wej]
wOod nWle ofwood the bOx is m3.de ofwood
{wed} [1Dled.u wad} [~baks IS~ "V wed]
the bOx <yawn>the bOx is made ofw60d
~baks] ~bakslS~ fl.V wtId]
41 wine drink wine I like to drink red wine
4' {wajn] {dJmk wajn] lAi Iajk~ dJmk JEd wajn]
49 wiIk fur a w3.Ik lets go for a wiIk
{wok] {f;ufl. \V:)k] [lets gow Q.lfl. w:.k]
51 wOe ieel wOe I ieel wOe
52 [wow] {fiJI wow] [!i fijI wow]




